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Our fully equiped ISO 9001 
certified machine shop 

features Doosan and Hardinge 
CNC centers, allowing Conterra 
a level of technical innovation 

not found with other soft goods 
manufacturers.

Our cutting room,  laying out 5000 radio 
chest harnesses for the Winter Olympics

Conterras shipping department offers fast service, often with 
same day shipping. 

Conterra’s production floor.  By building our sewn products in USA, 
we insure  top quality, and strengthen  our country’s economy at 

the same time.

  

 Welcome to Conterra

Conterra corporate Headquarters Bellingham showroom

Conterra’s in house ISO 
9001 certified Fab 

shop  lets us do much 
more than just make 

sewn goods.

ISO 9001

A SYMBOL OF EXCELLENCE
At Conterra we will not build a product for emergency use unless we can make it better and more unique than the competition.  Our gear is designed with personal safety and convenience in mind. Conterra bags open with as few 

operations as possible, speeding up your response time, while decreasing the need for bio cleanup. 
We use absolutely the strongest, highest quality materials available, including Ballistics nylon , #10 coil zippers, and our new SI- TEX FLUID PROOF FABRIC.  Even our label is made of fluid proof, injection molded vinyl.  All of our 

equipment is proudly MADE IN USA and features a lifetime guarantee.
 Our gear is more expensive, but we firmly believe that it is the best gear of its kind in the world.  We think you will too. If you are ever in Bellingham, stop by the shop, and we will give you a tour! 

 Master designer 
Rick Lipke puts the 

finishing touches on 
a new production 

tool.
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David Johnson  MD,  WEMT
D.J. is the Physician Director of the Wilderness Medical Associates, as 
well as  an emergency room Physician in Georgia. His experience in trans 
Atlantic sailing expeditions, numerous land based expeditions in North 
and South America, and street EMS  have given him a huge knowledge 
base of extended patient care in difficult and demanding conditions.

EXPEDITION MEDICINE

Jim Bellinghiri  OECT
A senior member of the design team, Jim is a nationally certi-
fied ski patroller in Vermont.  Jim’s experience includes seven 

seasons as a Climbing Ranger and two seasons as a Snow 
Ranger with the National Parks Service. Jim makes his home 
in South Hero, Vt. and enjoys climbing and mtn. biking when 

he’s not thinking up new designs for Conterra.

SKI PATROL

Mike Tayloe EMT-P W-EMT,
Tayloe holds the position of Senior Technical Field Specialist at Conterra. 

Tayloe makes his home in Colorado, and brings an incredible amount 
of field experience to the company. He has worked as a medic in the 

most extreme environments imaginable, such as Everest base camp and 
Antarctica. In addition to working at Conterra, Tayloe teaches wilderness 
medicine,  works as a rescue technician/ medic for his local fire dept,as 

well as pulling shifts on an ambulance.  If that isn’t enough, he also 
coordinates logistics for rescue and recovery operations in Antarctica.  

FIRE / EMS / RESCUE

Jim Morrissey  NREMT-P, WEMT
Jim Morrissey is the Terrorism Preparedness Coordinator for Alam-
eda County EMS. He is a Tactical Paramedic for the San Francisco 
FBI SWAT team, and a Medical Intelligence Officer for the Northern 
California Regional Intelligence Center. He holds a master’s degree 
in Homeland Security from the Naval Postgraduate School.
Jim has lectured in over 25 countries on emergency medicine, 
wilderness rescue and tactical medical operations and has published 
a wilderness medical field guide and many articles over his career.

TACTICAL MEDICINE

Rick Lipke  SEI, WEMT-
As the founder and  president of Conterra Technical Systems, Rick has been 

involved with emergency pre-hospital care for over thirty 30 years. He teaches 
wilderness and urban emergency care courses on a regular basis, as well as 

high angle  rescue courses for industry. He is a technical advisor and field 
operations leader for Washington Mountain Rescue. He is a  published author 

on technical rescue. He also lectures internationally on the subject.  In addi-
tion, Rick works as an alpine ski patroller at Mt. Baker Ski Area. He has been 

designing and building award winning  emergency products for  three decades. 
His packs have been used on every continent and every condition on earth 

(including Mt. Everest and Antarctica). An active climber, mountain biker and 
martial artist, he makes his home in Bellingham, WA.  

TECHNICAL RESCUE Our true technical advisors are you, our customers.
 As rescue professionals, you are out there laying it 

on the line every day. Your  use ( and abuse)  of 
Conterra gear helps to create better products  

all the time. We take your thoughts  and 
suggestions, and  we  incorporate them 

into our design process.  
You look to us for the finest equip-
ment available in the industry. This 
is a responsibility that we take very 

seriously. We are truly committed 
to building the best and most 

unique gear that we can.  You,  
our customers,  are a vital link in 

helping us
 to achieve this goal.

Paramedic /Technical Advisor, 
Mike Tayloe
 working his craft
 in Antarctica

Maggie Handlan  RN, CCRN, WEMT
Maggie has an exceptional background in emergency care. An RN for  
over 20 years, she has spent 10  as a flight nurse working on rotary 
wing aircraft at  Vanderbilt Life Flight in Tennessee. She is a lead instruc-
tor for Wilderness Medical Associates, and enjoys kayaking, back country 
skiing, and backpacking at her home in Utah.

AIR MEDICAL

Marv Wayne  MD
 Marv has been involved in many of the pioneering efforts in 

prehospital emergency medicine since its inception in the ‘60’s. 
Marv began his career in emergency medicine as a combat surgeon 

in Vietnam. He works as an emergency room Physician, and he 
has spent  36 years as the director of emergency medical services 
for Whatcom County. He is an active hockey player and windsurfs 

worldwide. 

EMERGENCY MEDICINE

  

 Warranty
Conterra guarantees all of our products against defects in materials 
or workmanship for the reasonable life of the product, unless the 
product has been worn out, misused, or abused, as determined by 
our examination. We will repair or replace any defective item as 
appropriate, as long as our label remains unaltered on that product. 
Any product returned  on warranty shall first be cleaned according 
to OSHA guidelines, before we can accept it.

CONTERRA 
1600 Kentucky Street #A-3
BELLINGHAM, WA  98229

PH# (360) 734-2311    
FAX# (360) 738-2241

E-MAIL info@conterra-inc.com • WEB www.conterra-inc.com

Ordering information
Individuals  may order by credit card, COD, or prepay. Orders received on company 
or department letterhead will be billed net 30 days (Washington residents please 
add local sales tax). International orders must be prepaid by credit card. Additional 

shipping charges may apply.

Orders may be phoned in Monday through Friday, between 9am and 5pm PST at 
(360) 734-2311 ,  or faxed in 24 hours a day at (360) 738-2241. You may 

also order on line 24hrs a day, at  www.conterra-inc.com 

TECHNICAL  ADVISORY STAFF
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 BASIC O-2 Kit

The Conterra PRO-2 Caddy fits in our Infinity Jump, Responder IV , and 
ALX kits

The bottom compartment Conterra PRO-2 Caddy is designed to carry 
basic airway management supplies

Regulator controls are accessible even when the caddy is stowed 
inside our larger kits.

V-vac suction device, as well as oral or nasal airways, which can be organized in built-in elastic keepers.
The outside of the kit is built with Cordura nylon for years of dependable service. Add a #10 coil zipper “quick open” top,  our fluid proof grab 

loops, and  you’ve got a kit  that will give you years of faithful service. Recommended for first response use only.  Not for daily ambulance 
duty.  

19-BOK1
  

Designed for the budget minded  medical professional. Our basic kit  can carry a steel “D” , aluminum “D” , or jumbo aluminum   “D”  bottle. 
The mesh pockets built into the lid can carry gloves and supply tubing. The generous outside pocket  is large enough to fit a bag valve mask  and 

This has become one of our best selling items! Similar to Conterra’s popular O-2 CADDY, but beefed up to be used outside of a larger 
protective case. It will still slide into Conterra’s larger kits such as the Infinity Jump or Responder IV, just like the O-2 caddy shown above, but 

is versatile enough to use on its own for basic oxygen administration. Double decker design is very space efficient for use as a module in a 
larger kit. The O-2 caddy’s padded top pocket fits an aluminum or steel “D” cylinder with regulator in place. The bottom compartment is for 

 PRO-2 CADDY

storing your basic airway tools.  Built entirely out of Ballistics Nylon,  lightly padded .
Color:  black with reflective stripes.

19-O2C2(“D” bottle)
19-02C3 (Pro -2 for JUMBO “D” bottle)

4

5”22”

9”

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com



This rugged, no holds barred kit is built to withstand the every day abuse 
of street EMS. It is built entirely of Conterra’s exclusive SI TEX fabric, that 
is totally fluid proof and over FIVE times stronger than the Cordura fabric 
used on other brands of airway kits.  The fully padded Airway-Pro opens 
with a single huge #10 coil YKK zipper to reveal a main compartment 
that is divided into three parts for organizing your O-2 equipment. The 
top flap is lined with Veltex fabric and can accept any of our MOS modu-
lar organizers. The kit itself comes with two detachable vinyl window 
pockets for organizing tubing and delivery devices,  and an elastic strap 
for your oral or nasal airways ( you can add as many additional straps 
as you need).  The top flap  has a full length zippered compartment that 
can hold combi-tubes or several C-collars.  The Airway-Pro also sports 
three fluid proof handles, and fold away back pack straps. Oh, by the 
way, the Airway-Pro is  lifetime guaranteed! 
 
Color:  green/black with reflective stripes.
19-APK1
19-APK2 (kit with internal light)8
19-XOP1 (V-VAC pocket)
19-BVM1 ( BVM Bag)

With the Airway-Pro™, all your tools are accessible with one 
zipper operation.  ( shown here with add on  V-Vac pocket).

 The Airway-Pro’s interior can be completely customized 
to your specifications by using any of our MOS organizers 

shown on pages  26 - 27.

10”23”

11”

 AIRWAY-PRO™ Airway Kit 

The Airway-Pro™ has curved shoulderstraps, 
sternum strap, and two inch waist belt, which 
all  fold out of the back,  for easy hands 
free use.

Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com
5

Compatible

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com



The Responder II is large enough to carry all your EMS gear but small enough 
to fit behind any car seat  or in any storage compartment. The bag is made 
entirely out of our new ultra strong SI-TEX fluid proof fabric, and features 
a #10 coil zipper, Scotchlite reflective tape, and a hideaway fanny pack 
suspension. Inside there are 11 organizer pockets, 14 elastic loops,  three 
removable  dividers, and an  internal zippered pocket. The unique fold out 
front pocket is perfect for organizing ET tubes or storing assessment tools. 
The Responder II also has a new non absorbent easy grip  handle that can be 
carried even with turnout gloves on. 
19-RB2
19-RB2L (w/light and lightstalker)

 RESPONDER I Medic Bag 
The Conterra Responder I bag carries all your EMS supplies in one rugged compact unit. Made entirely out of our new 
ultra strong SI-TEX fluid proof fabric and Scotchlite tape. The Responder I has a new non absorbent sure grip handle 

7”

8.5”

18.5”

7”

7”
8.5”

2.5”

14.5”

 RESPONDER II Medic Bag 
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The Responder III is a great choice for EMS professionals who need an ALS/
BLS kit that can perform in a wide range of conditions.  It is large enough 
to be used as a standard ambulance jump kit, but small enough to fit in any 
storage compartment on your rig, or in the trunk of your car. The bag has 
all the features that you expect from our Responder series: #10 coil zippers, 
SI-TEX fluid proof fabric, reflective striping, large rubber grab handles, etc. 
The Responder III  sports a large end pocket that is designed to carry assess-
ment tools and body fluid protection. The main pocket opens via  our “speed 
zip” system to reveal six divided compartments that are compatible with our 
intubation kit, drug kit, and insulated I.V. kits. Inside the lid are two zippered 
window pockets that are color coordinated and removable for ease of use. 
A truly remarkable feature of the Responder III is the ability to extend and 
adjust the handle system which allows the bag to be carried like a backpack, 
even over turn out gear. 
19-RB3
19-RB3L(w/light and lightstalker)

MOS
Movable Organizing System

 compatible

20”

23.5”

9”

9”

3.5”

 RESPONDER III Medic Bag 
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15”

and opens via a huge #10 main zipper, making it  the perfect choice for a vehicle response kit. The 
Responder I sports ten internal pockets, 17 elastic loops and two removable dividers for your gear. 
The bag also has a full length zippered inside pocket and  converts to a fanny pack for hands free 
use when climbing ladders or going over embankments. 
19-RB1
19-RB1L (w/light)

Our Responder series trauma bags are unmatched in performance and durability.  The bags are built with  super strong SI TEX fabric that is over FIVE times stronger than Cordura, and is completely fluid proof (not just coated). We use huge # 10 coil zippers, and all seams are over sewn and tape bound. All 
bags have a secondary mode of carrying, either on the back or around the waist.  All grab handles are reinforced with fluid proof non skid rubber tubing. All have lean smooth profiles for ease of stowing in rig compartments, and of course, all the bags feature our legendary lifetime guarantee.  

RIII Catalog exclusive!
  Organizing package

(2) Red Zip Organizers (ZOP1) 
(2) Blue Zip Organizers (ZOP2) 
(2) BlackZip Organizers (ZOP3)

(3) Zip Attach Straps (AOU1)
19-RB3k



The Responder IV is a highly technically organized Responder Series bag. It is very similar to the Responder III in the way that it opens and carries.  The main compartment is sized to work with any of our 
modular kits (see pages 26-28), but is  long enough to fit an O-2 bottle, and will accept our O-2 Caddy insert (page 6). The Responder IV also sports twin side pockets ( long enough to fit stiffneck type 

collars) and two end pockets. All pockets and top lid are built with Veltex fabric, and can be completely organized using any of our M.O.S. units ( see page 25-27). There are fluid proof handles on each end of 
the bag, padded bottom, giant #10 coil tape reinforced zippers, and of course our super tough SI-TEX fabric.

19-RB41 (BLUE)
19-RB43 (BLUE) (w/light and lightstalker)

 

22”

28”

13”

9”

3.5”3.5”

9” 2”2”

 RESPONDER IV Medic Bag 

All pockets on the Responder IV can be organized with our M.O.S. 
add ons (see pages 26-27)

Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com 7

Add a Litestalker module and illuminate the inside 
of your R-IV

Hide away shoulder strap never 
gets lost.

Compatible

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

 RESPONDER PRO™ Medic Bag 

The Responder-Pro™ is the newest design in our Responder line. We took the basic design of our legendary Airway-Pro™, and reworked it to be a super efficient trauma / medical kit. The back and top lid are 
built with Veltex fabric, and can be completely organized using any of our M.O.S. units ( see page 26-29). There are fluid proof handles on each end of the bag, padded bottom, giant #10 coil tape reinforced 

zippers, and of course our super tough fluid proof SI-TEX fabric. If you need even more organization, there is also a fold out flap to attach extra pockets and organizers to (sold on page 29). To really put this 
kit over the top, we have added fold out shoulder straps and waist belt for hands free use! Made in USA, Lifetime  Guaranteed.

19-RPB1 (BLUE)
19-RPB2 (BLUE) (w/light and lightstalker)

 

10”23”

11”

Many configurations are possible by using our 26 
different MOS modules, sold on pages 24-27

Comes with these movable pockets and 
dividers

The Responder-Pro™ has 
curved shoulder straps, 
sternum strap, and two 
inch waist belt, which all  
fold out of the back,  for 
easy hands free use.



Small or medium 
organizers can be 
added as fold out 
pockets

The Infinity series Pro  is designed to meet the needs of care givers  that must work in difficult conditions in either BLS or ALS mode. The Pro folds out to reveal two large zippered compartments for I.V. / airway gear and trauma supplies ( one has an extra zippered pocket for B.S.I. gear). Directly behind these 
are slots for protocol guides, and patient assessment forms, as well as a space for assessment tools. The other side of the Pro zips open to reveal a fully padded pocket lined with Veltex compatible fabric that will accept ANY of our  M.O.S. accessories (see page 26-27) and is great for organizing medications. The 
padded side also has two built in clear pockets, and four pull out Velcro tabs that can attach to either small or medium organizer pockets for fold out organization. The Pro comes standard with a small organizer pocket, large organizer pocket and two elastic keeper strips. When both sides of the Pro are open, the 
center divider stands vertically for ease of use. The Pro even has a fold out fanny pack suspension, and compression straps! Whether you’re working as a flight nurse, trekking through Borneo, or sailing to Antarctica, the Infinity Pro will definitely meet your needs. Color: red/black  Size: 9” x 15“ x 7” 
19-IPP1

The Infinity series Expedition is specifically designed for back country rescue members that need to go light  and fast, but don’t want to sacrifice organization. The Expedition is built of light and strong waterproof  420d para pack cloth with an oversized storm cuff and taped zipper seams. It opens to reveal an 
interior that is fully lined with Velcro compatible fabric, making it capable of accepting ALL of our M.O.S. accessories (see page 26-27). The kit comes standard with a large organizer pocket, two medium organizer pockets, and a three loop elastic keeper. Behind these are two large slash pockets that are great for 
battle dressings, SAM splints etc.  Eight pull out strips can accept up to four extra small or medium organizer pockets  for even more organizational possibilities.  The Infinity Expedition also has a fold out suspension system for use as a fanny pack, and a clear vinyl front window for inventories, etc.  This kit is a great 
addition to the ALS Extreme Pack. With complete customizing possibilities, reflective striping and a lifetime guarantee, how can you resist? Color: Royal/ black  
size: 4.5” x 13.5” x 8”
19-IEP1

You can add up to four small or medium organizers 
as fold out pockets
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 INFINITY PRO Modular Medical Kit

Fold out fanny pack suspension 
is a great feature for hands free 

operation

 INFINITY EXPEDITION Modular Medical Kit

8

MOS
Movable Organizing 
System compatible

Compatible

Go to www.conterra-inc.com and 
see a video demo of this product!



If you choose to carry an Oxygen bottle 
in  the Jump, the Conterra PRO-2 Caddy 
is tailor made to slip into one side. An 
excellent choice for organizing your 
O-2, delivery devices,  manual suction, 
and BVM.

Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com

11”

5”

3”

13”

24”

5”

3”

3”

9”

4.5”

8”

8”

The Infinity JUMP represents the best that we have to offer in trauma bags.  We originally designed this bag for the aero medical industry, but its intelligent  design and incredible versatility make it a fine choice in any 
situation. The JUMP has been built with ergonomics in mind. Less than 12 inches wide, it carries much closer to your center line than other brands of bag, making a back injury less likely. This kit is as durable as can be. 
The Main body of the Infinity JUMP is built with fluid proof SI tex fabric ( no “Asian vinyl” here). The bottom of the kit has a removable and replaceable SI-tex abrasion shield. The large fluid proof handle is attached to 

The Infinity Jump has curved shoulder straps  and 
two inch waist belt, for easy hands free use.

Side “A”  open

Side “B”  open

9

an AIRCRAFT ALUMINIUM center septum, making it easily the strongest handle on the market. This center septum also can fold over for storage in tight compartments. There are  also fluid proof cargo handles on each end.  The really 
unique feature of the JUMP is how it opens. Side “A” opens via a #10 coil zipper to reveal a fully organized 5” x 12” x 24” interior lined with Veltex compatible fabric complete with color coded pockets  and movable dividers.  Side “B” 
opens from the top via three heavy duty side release buckles,  rolling open to become a 3” x 5” x 24” clear sided pocket. The main interior of side “B” is  5” x 9” x 24”, padded and lined with Veltex fabric. It has two movable dividers, 

making side “B” a good spot for electronic monitoring equipment, suction, etc. The Infinity JUMP also has a fold out padded back pack suspension for hands free 
operation. The Infinity JUMP is compatible with all our MOS organizers, as well as our new O-2 caddy. Large Organizer pocket, Divided Organizer pocket, and three 

Small Organizer pockets included ($70.00 value)

 Color: Black/ safety yellow .....19-IJK1
Removable O-2 organizer for the Jump.....19-O2C2 

Replacement bottom for the Jump....19-IJK2
(E/R light for the Jump) .....19-ERL2 

INFINITY JUMP II
 Medical Bag

Compatible

Go to www.
conterra-

inc.com and 
see a video demo 

of this product!

Super strong aircraft aluminum handle that folds down for storage in tight 
compartments



Our Accountability/ Command 
board can hang from vehicle 
gutter mounts or command 
vehicle windows!

The Accountability/ Command board is a must for organizing large operations. 
The Conterra Accountability/ Command board  helps keep track of your people 
and organizes your incident command structure. It features an 18”x24” dry 
erase board with the ICS structure screened on it. There are Velcro strips for 
accountability name tags, and twin mini flashlight harnesses to light the board at 
night. The case  is made out of padded Ballistics nylon, and has pockets to carry 
two radios or cell phones and zippered pockets for clipboards, command vests, 
writing utensils, etc. The board  case will stand by itself on a car hood or hang 
from a vehicle window or roof gutters to make a handy command station/table.
Dimensions: 19”x25”x5”
19-ACB1

10

NAME TAG Kit
For the Command Board. 
19-ACB

Clip on LED lighting kit for the 
Accountability Command Board  

burns 130 hours, Toggles 
between white and red light.

19-ACB2

This unit was designed for use as a companion kit to the MCI kit,  to be used by secondary response/
command vehicles. Each kit contains 12 heavy duty nylon vests in their own labeled compartment. The 
vests are designed to be put on over bunker gear and helmets, and cinch down tight around the waist. 
They sport large front pockets, pen pouches, Scotchlite tape, and are screened with the following titles: 
(orange vests)  OPERATIONS, LOGISTICS, STAGING, P.I.O., DIVISION, LIAISON, RESCUE, HAZMAT, REHAB, 
LAW ENFORCEMENT, FIRE OPS, AND MORGUE. When used with MCI kit you have 18 different titles. The 
kit also  has several internal pockets for clipboards, flashlights, pens, etc.  Your disaster van needs this 
complete and easy to use  kit!
Dimensions: 16”x16”x8” 
 19-ICS1

ICS Kit

INCIDENT COMMAND

MCI KIT
Our kit was designed for use by the first responding unit on scene, to set up an early command and triage 
structure while backup units are on their way. Each kit contains six heavy duty nylon vests in their own 
labeled compartment. The vests are designed to be put on over bunker gear and helmets, and cinch down 
tight around the waist. They sport large front pockets, pen pouches, Scotchlite tape, and are screened with 
the following titles: (orange vests) COMMAND, and SAFETY (Blue vests) TRIAGE, TREATMENT, TRANSPORT, 
and MEDICAL. The kit also includes a start triage belt, and has several internal pockets for clipboards, triage 
tags, flashlights, pens, etc. Designed as a companion to our ICS kit. Put an MCI kit on your rig today!
Dimensions: 16”x16”x8”
19-MCI1

ACCOUNTABILITY /COMMAND Board

Build your own 
unified command 
system with our  
custom ICS vest 
service.Choose any 
of the titles at right, 

VX1 VX2

VX3 VX4

VX5 VX6

VX7 VX8 VX9 VX10 VX11 VX12

VX13 VX14 VX15

VX24VX23VX22VX21VX20VX19

VX18VX17VX16

ICS Vests

ORANGE GREEN

(Custom titles available. Maximum of 14 letters 
per title, 2” high, allow three weeks for delivery).

on  orange, green, yellow or blue vests. Each 
vest is built with strong 200D oxford nylon, 
and screened with cobalt white letters on a 
black background (better than reflective let-
tering at night).  Each vest has Scotchlite™ 
stripes front and back, and sports a front 
pocket for notes and radio. 
Please state colors and titles when ordering. 
Allow three weeks for delivery.
Custom Vests (SEE # UNDER EA VEST)
Set of Twelve 18-CCV2.(ADD # AND QUAN)
(Custom titles available. Maximum of 14 letters per title, 2” high, allow 
three weeks for delivery).
ICS vest bag (see above) holds 12 vests in their own labelled pockets
Dimensions: 16”x16”x8” 
 19-CCV3

COMMAND OPERATION

PLANNINGLOGISTICS

MEDICALFINANCE

TRANSPORT SCRIBESTAGING SAFETYTRIAGE TREATMENT

BLUE YELLOW

DIVISIONP.I.O. LAWSECTIONLIAISON

RESCUE FIRE OPS REHABAIDE MORGUEHAZMAT

COMMUNICATIONS

VX25 VX26

HELO SECURITY



PELICAN CASESTRIAGE MANAGEMENT

Priority 1

Priority 2

Priority 3

Our Flag bases have 
a custom machined 
receiver and heavy 
steel base

When disaster strikes, use our Triage Belt. This belt started it all! Our unique belt 
is designed for use within the S.T.A.R.T. triage system. It utilizes four colors of spe-
cially formulated tape to categorize patients (A fifth color, white can be added for 
decon). The triage officer simply tears off a piece of colored tape and ties it around 
the patients arm, which can be seen and understood from many yards away, 
unlike tags. The officer then tears a small piece of tape the same color and places 
it in the side pouch of the belt. When done with the primary triage, the officer 
looks in the pouch and has an instant count of patients and their severity. It’s that 
simple.  The belt  pouch can also be used for  extra gloves, pens, headlights, etc. 
There are even elastic keepers for paint markers when triaging automobiles. Most 
teams use tape for the primary triage, and then use tags for the secondary triage. 
This eliminates the confusion that often occurs due to double tagging. 
(Tape not included)
19-STB1

TRIAGE Belt

TRIAGE Tape
Our Triage Tape  is the best on the market

Normal surveyors tape can change colors under flashlight beams or yellow street lights, creating inaccurate 
patient status accounts. This has caused confusion and unnecessary delays during incidences across the 

country when rescuers use hardware store tapes. Our non florescent triage tape is specially formulated to 
remain color true even under the harshest lights. Our black tape is striped with white to be easily visible even 

at night. White tape indicates need for decon. Blue indicates that antidote has been given.

19-TTW (White)19-TTY (yellow)
19-TTR(Red)

19-TTG (Green)

19-TTBW (Black)

19-TTB (Blue)

The Conterra Triage Flag Kit  helps save lives
These are not your run of the mill plastic flags. Our triage flags are sewn entirely out of U.S. Oxford nylon. The flag poles are made of 

three sections of  shock corded Easton aluminum that automatically deploy to 54” high. The base is a high grade steel that scissors 
open to a diameter of 24”. With its non skid rubber feet the flag assembly that will withstand winds  over 20 mph! The flag kit comes 

with  red, yellow and green flag/ poles, three steel bases and a carrying pouch. The entire kit measures only 2” x 6” x 24” when 
stowed. A must for every emergency vehicle.

19-TFK1

TRIAGE Flag Kit

DELUXE TRIAGE Belt
Tired of flapping tape syndrome? Conterra’s new Deluxe Triage 
belt organizes your gear in a totally new way. The slim profile 
hugs your body, and the totally enclosed tape won’t tangle or 
flap. The belt sports a large front pocket for gloves and bleeding 
control. There are two outside pockets for extra gloves and 
tape ends, there is even a lanyard keeper for your whistle.  For 
teams needing extra tape for decon and antidote identification, 
the kit has a Hazmat/WMD add on (sold separately). Lifetime 
guaranteed and made in USA (tape sold separately)This is the 
best triage belt that you can get.
19-DTB-1

The CONTERRA triage tarps are definitely not disposable. They are constructed from heavy coated nylon 
oxford cloth for years of use. The tarps are heavily reinforced at the corners  with 1000d Cordura nylon, 
and feature powder coated brass grommets to use as tie downs, or suspension points. Because they are 
built from the same nylon that goes on the floor of expedition tents they can fold and compress into a 
much smaller space than run of the mill tarps.  Color coded to match S.T.A.R.T. triage requirements, the 
tarps measure a full 10ft x 12ft. Made in U.S.A.

TRIAGE Tarps

19-NTT1 (red)
19-NTT2 (yellow)
19-NTT3 (green)
19-NTT4 (black)

Go to www.conterra-inc.com and 
see a video demo of this product!

11
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POW™ Response Pack

Optional roll 
stretcher

SWAT O.D. 
version

Conterra helped Pioneer the START triage program with Triage belts in the early 90’s. We have done it again with the 
POW ™ response pack.  Modern thinking is moving toward “Point of Wounding Care” (POW) as an integral part of the 
TRIAGE / disaster response process, especially in incidents of multiple shootings, terrorist attacks and natural disasters.  If 
a caregiver can provide quick “Life Saving Interventions” (LSI) during the triage process, particularly bleeding control, more 
lives are saved. Our POW pack provides the quickly needed tools to do just that.
This beautifully designed kit is built to work out of while being worn by the rescuer. It has been carefully designed so that 
nothing “flops open” hiding access to other parts of the pack or hindering rescuer movement. The pack also does not cover 
up or hinder load bearing vests,  or radio chest harnesses. It also will not hide identification/ IMS vests. The POW™ pack 
can also be easily worn with  and SCBA, making it (we think) superior to other products on the market.
The POW™ pack is built to the standards that you expect from Conterra; large zippers, water resistant Cordura, taped 
seams, and ergonomic shaping. The main pocket opens to reveal multiple sleeves and stacked elastic to provide instant 
access to tourniquets,  battle dressings, clotting agents, chest seals etc. The front pocket is divided for use with chem 
lights, extra PPE or Stethescope. The wings of the POW™ Pack are clearly labelled for Triage. The left wing contains a 
Fox 40 whistle on a lanyard ( you can also stow extra gloves here). The right wing is for tape ends (after triage tape 
is applied, tear off an end of the tape and drop it in the wing pocket. This is MUCH faster and more accurate than 
fumbling to write something down with a marker or grease pencil in an MCI environment ( Oops the tip broke, I 
dropped it, where was that card again?)
The lower compartment of the POW™ pack carries all colors of triage tape that is accessible even when the 
pack is open!
The bottom of the pack can carry our roll up stretcher, a big hit in mass trainings like URBAN SHIELD.
The POW™ pack comes in EMS Blue/black or SWAT OD. Made in USA and Life time Guaranteed, of 
course.

EMS Blue......................... 19-POW1
SWAT OD .........................19-POW2
Roll Up Stretcher.................19-RUS1
Four color tape packet.........19-POT1
Fully loaded POW Pack with Stretcher (EMS blue)......19-POW3
Fully loaded POW Pack with Stretcher (SWAT OD)......19-POW4

CRITICAL Response Kit

CRK wall hanger
(included)

CRK help signal 
(included)

Life saving supplies 
(included)

It is a sad fact in our modern world that bad people harm the 
innocent. It is also a fact that the victims of mass shootings, 
terrorist bombings and other violent incidents (both human and 
natural) predominately die from blood loss. Many times the victims 
could have been saved in the first few minutes ( before Medics arrive) 
by life saving interventions. Unfortunately, most consumer grade “First 
Aid” kits are woefully inadequate to save lives in situations like this.  
Our Critical Response kit has been designed to make life saving interven-
tions possible for the survivors of violent acts, or disasters in the time that 
it takes for professional help to arrive. 
The Critical Response kit lays open to instantly reveal Life saving equipment in clearly labeled spots. Unlike most mass pro-
duced consumer first aid kits, the gear inside the CRK is real battle proven professional life saving equipment. The equipment 
has been carefully chosen to be easy to use by non professional caregivers and professionals alike. For instance, the SWAT 
tourniquets  are intuitive,and can serve multiple purposes.  The kit also includes Israeli style battle dressings, Chest seals, 
CPR mask, gloves, and EMT shears. Another unique item in the CRK, is the HELP SIGNAL, an 18” x 36” Safety orange and 
black banner with the words “ Help, Wounded Here” emblazoned in contrasting letters. When the scene is secured, the 
banner can be hung from a door or window or tied to an object to direct EMS medics to the wounded’s location, saving even 
more time in situations such as school shootings. This kit should be in every classroom, mall shop, and public building, 
in case the unthinkable happens. Comes with all supplies and an aluminium wall hanger. We also offer an instructional 
DVD for workers, teachers and employees on the use of the CRK.

Critical Response Kit 19-CRK1
(Instructional DVD for workers, teachers and employees) 19-CRK2

Accountability/Security 
lock (included)

NEW!
NEW!



Patented
US 6,412,674 B1

Designed for medical professionals to keep assessment and BSI equipment 
on their person. The Cordura fanny pack sports two side opening pockets 
for scissors, gloves, light, and particulate mask. The main pocket 
is large enough for protective smock and goggles as well as a 
stethoscope etc. A truly unique feature of this pack is the built 
in adjustable radio holster, that will fit virtually any hand 
held portable. No more shoving your radio in your back 
pocket, or accidently  leaving it at the scene. 
Color: blue/black Patented
19-CRP1

READY PACK Radio Aid Belt

TRAUMA PRO™  2000 Series EMS/ Radio Holster
The Trauma Pro™ is  our most  popular product. It was specifically designed for EMS professionals, but its versatility has created a demand for it from law enforcement to the petro-
chemical industry. The Trauma Pro™  features a unique combination of scuba web, ballistics nylon, and Velcro to provide you with a strong, workable EMS holster.  A specially designed 
friction plate behind the glove pouch holds trauma shears without fumbling with snaps or threaded loops.  The expanding glove pouch is large enough to hold different combinations of 
latex gloves, towelettes, and earplugs.  The Trauma Pro™ has a  main pocket that adjusts to hold any radio or cell phone made (no more radios in your back pocket), and will close 
flat to your body when a radio is not carried. New this year is the Trauma Pro™s’ ability to adjust up and down to 
accomodate todays smaller radios. Small open top pockets on each side of the holster hold your minilight, pen or 
window punch.  Why clutter up your belt when one holster does it all?  
19-TPH1

Our  MULTI  TACH device works with the OMNI HOLSTER.  This unique item allows the  OMNI HOLSTER to be attached to just about 
anything: round pipe, square tube, wooden posts and forklift cages. It can also attach to industrial or rescue harnesses, and pack straps.  
It can even be bolted to heavy equipment cabs and instrumentation panels.

19-MTD1

MULTI-TACH Holster Enhancment

 We utilized Conterra’s legendary design 
and construction capabilities to produce prob-
ably the most advanced radio holster available 
today, and will meet the needs of light & heavy 
industry, law enforcement, EMS / medical, and  search 
and rescue. The Omni Holster’s ultra rugged ballistics nylon 
construction out performs leather at a fraction of the 
cost, and is roughly 5 times more abrasion resistant 
than Cordura.  The Omni Holsters’s patented  adjustment 
system allows it to  fit nearly all  hand held portables on the 
market today, and its secure snapping system will fit over belts up to 
2.5” thick. When mated with the  Multi-tach unit ( see below) the Omni 
Holster can do much more than fit on a belt, it can fit on almost anything!
19-ORC1

OMNI HOLSTER 
Radio Carrier Patented

US 6,412,674 B1

Our Multi-Tach system allows the Omni Holster 
to be attached to almost anything, including 
rescue and fall protection harnesses, round or 
square stock (such as roll cages etc.) and even to 
equipment panels via bolt-on or 
hook&loop process!   

The new 2000 series has height as well as girth adjustment to work even 
better with todays smaller radios

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com
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Large radios
Sm

all radios
F.R

.S. radios
Satellite phones

 ADJUSTA-PRO Radio Chest 
Harness
Originally designed for ski patrol and mountain rescue use, this “one 
size fits all” radio harness will instantly  adjust to hold any radio  snugly 
to your chest  without the use of multiple hook&Loop straps or buckles 
found on lesser quality harnesses.  The vertical orientation of the radio 
improves reception, extends antenna life, and reduces the chance of chest 
injury during a fall.  Our unique suspension system virtually guarantees 
that your harness will not bounce or swing, even while pounding moguls 
or climbing caged ladders.  The harness features all Cordura construction, 
a large bellows cargo pocket, pen pouch, and twin elastic antenna keep-
ers. A must for SAR and MCI applications.
19-RCH1

Our Radio harnesses have a unique adustment system that 
will fit virtually any type of radio, keeping it safe and secure. 
Big ones, small ones, FRS, and even Satellite Phones! Try that 
with other brands!

TOOL CHEST Radio Chest 
Harness
Designed for the medic or technician that will not compromise on balance or agility, this 
larger version of our award winning Adjusta-pro™ radio chest harness is really a tool carrying 
platform.  Lighter and cooler than a load bearing vest, the Tool Chest is built entirely out of 
Cordura™ nylon, and can carry a wide assortment of  items. Its large cargo pocket hinges 
open to reveal a multitude of dividers and elastic keepers. The top flap has an “hourglass“ 
holster for instant access to trauma shears. Directly under the cargo pocket are two side 
mount pockets for multi tools, gloves,  etc. There is even an elastic keeper for a Mini Mag 
or Laser products flashlight. Of course the Tool Chest also carries any radio or cell phone  in 
complete comfort and security. The 2” elastic & web suspension guarantees that the Tool 
Chest will ride as well as the Adjusta-pro™ when skiing,  climbing caged ladders, or crawling 
into overturned vehicles. Whether you are a flight medic, telephone lineman,  or  a racing 
crew specialist,  the Tool Chest will make your life easier.

19-RTC1(Black)
19-RTC2(MILSPEC green)

Military version
(NSN# 5965-01-519-1063)

Our radio chest harnesses and accessories look different because they are different. They are undoubt-
edly the most technologically advanced harnesses on the market today. You just can’t buy a better 
harness than a Conterra, period.

This updated version of our most popular product of all time comes with a new sleek 
patented adjustment system that works with any radio.  A great new feature is that the 
RCH2 comes complete with our new FOUR function EMS rescue light that nests in a 
custom front pouch specifically designed for it.  The light is positioned to work for you 
while your harness is on, and is controllable  right through the harness fabric!  You can 
read a map, check medication or walk a trail with  this chest mounted light ( For more 
information on our EMS rescue light, see page 46). The vertical orientation of the radio 
improves reception, extends antenna life, and reduces the chance of chest injury during 
a fall.  Our unique suspension system virtually guarantees that your harness will not 
bounce or swing, even while pounding moguls or climbing caged ladders.  The harness 
features all Cordura construction, a large bellows cargo pocket, pen pouch, and twin 
elastic antenna keepers
19-RCH2

ADJUSTA-PRO II Radio Chest
 Harness

Patented

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com



The double Adjusta-Pro  fits most 
cell phones and G.P.S. units too! 

Our Roo Pouch attaches to the The double 
Adjusta Pro (see right)

ROO  POUCH 
This pouch securely attaches to the Tool Chest, or Double 

Adjusta-Pro, increasing  carrying capacity. The angled 
design allows you to carry bulkier items like stethoscopes 

or wrenches without compromising stability. The accessory 
pouch sports a heavy #8 coil zipper, and two rear loops 

that allow it to be worn on a belt when you are not using 
the harness. Made entirely out of Cordura™ nylon. 

19-RTR1 

TRANSCEIVER 
POUCH

Our avalanche Transceiver Pouch securely attaches to the 
Adjusta-Pro, Double Adjusta-Pro and Tool Chest harness. 
It keeps the transceiver away from your radio, reducing 
that annoying  “beep beep” during transmission. It also 
reduces the chance of the signal being deflected by your 
shovel and pack contents if you are buried face down.  
The existing neck strap on the transceiver can be con-
nected inside the  pouch, increasing safety and security 
when using in receive mode.
19-TSP1

15
Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com

At last, the Holy Grail for technical rescue! This new version of our RCH harness  has all the features 
of our regular radio harnesses, but doubles as a full rescue chest harness. Unzip the bottom pocket 
and deploy the special connector strap. Attach  the connector strap to a sit harness with a carabiner 
or screw link to make a full body rescue harness. Comes with our EMS/ Rescue harness  light 
(For more info, see page 46).  The Technical Adjusta-Pro is built to UIAA strength ratings right in 
Bellingham WA.

19TRH1

TECHNICAL ADJUSTA-PRO Radio
 Chest Harness

Patented
US 6,412,674 B1

Patented
DOUBLE ADJUSTA-PRO II
 Radio Chest Harness
We originally designed this harness for F.E.M.A. communications specialists  who 
often have to carry two incompatible radios.  Our customers rapidly realized that 
the extra radio pocket easily fit a cell phone or G.P.S. unit, making this a highly 
popular item.  Both pockets adjust in  length and girth just like the Adjusta Pro, 
so you can put your primary radio on either side.  Our new Adjusta-Pro II sports 

a larger center pocket for back up batteries, swiss knife etc. as well as a custom 
pouch for the Conterra four function E/R light (included). The harness platform 

adjusts and rides exactly like the legendary Adjusta Pro.
19-DCH2

ADJUSTA-PRO DIVA Radio
 Chest Harness for Women 

Radio chest harnesses have traditionally been difficult to fit for women. 
Their varying shoulder width and body shape often meant that harnesses 
were an uncomfortable affair. Well, that is now a thing of the past with the 
new DIVA radio chest harness. We spent two years working on changes to 
the harness shape as well as a totally new free floating suspension system 
that will instantly adjust to fit multiple shoulder widths and slopes, as well 
as different body shapes. We are very proud to offer this unique harness, 
and also proud to be able to serve the needs of women in the rescue 
profession. Built to exacting standards right in Bellingham WA.

19APD1 Patented

NEW!



The Patrol II is our most 
popular aid belt, and for good 
reason. Designed for the serious 
patroller or EMT,  the Patrol II  utilizes 
our unique interlocking pocket system, 
allowing it to keep all your tools comfortably 
close to your back, improving balance and 
overall usability.  The Patrol II’s main compartment 
opens with giant #10 coil zippers to access five dividers and 15 
elastic keepers. The bottom  triangular pocket expands inward to carry personal or self evacuation items. Each of 
the highly contoured belt wings has a zippered pocket for latex gloves, wax, etc.  The Patrol II wraps snugly around 
your waist with  dual compression straps  and a double adjust waist buckle.
Size:  600ci          color: Patrol black
19-PFP2

15”

6”

3.5”

9”

2.5”

12” 4”

8”

PATROL I Aid Belt
Our Patrol I pack features our unique “ interlocking pocket system” that allows you to carry more medical gear, 

with more comfort and security than with flat aid belts. The Patrol I’s main pocket  opens with huge #10 coil 
zippers,  has  four internal dividers, and four elastic keepers. Its outside bellows pocket expands to carry quickly 

needed items. Taped seams, Diamond plate Ripstop para-pack cloth construction and highly contoured suspension 
with a double adjust buckle make this the most comfortable and usable aid belt in its price range.

Size: 350ci    color; patrol black
19-PFP1

Our Patrol I aid belt has four internal 
pockets and four elastic loops to 
organize the main  compartment.

Our Patrol I has a a 
Cordura  Back panel and 

heavily pebbled waist belt 
to provide unmatched 
stability while skiing, 

climbing or running. In 
addition, for  snowmobil-

ers and you Eastern Ice 
pounders, the PFP-1 can 

slide onto a weight belt or 
kidney belt.

 A
id

 B
el

ts
Conterra medical   
aid belts have set the 
standard for quality 
and performance 
throughout the 
ski patrol and 
search and rescue 
industries.  Designed 
by top professionals 
with decades of  
rescue experience in 
severe environ-
ments,  our belts  
will provide years of  
trouble free perfor-
mance in nearly any 
application.  

PATROL II
 Aid Belt

16

Our  Clip & Go pocket attaches to 
all our aid belts for quickly needed 
items.

The Clip & Go pouch can attach to any of our products that has a  waist belt, with a simple clip on either side. The zippered 
main pocket  can hold  a variety of items from body fluid protection to mini binoculars. The front Velcro pocket holds small 
quickly needed items  like keys, or exam gloves.  This is a perfect addition to ski patrol aid belts or back packs.  The clip system 
can be removed, and the Clip & Go  can  thread onto any strap two inches wide or less. Made entirely out of Cordura nylon, 
with YKK zippers and our legendary lifetime guarantee. Dimensions: 2.5” x 7” x 4”
19-CGP1

CLIP & GO ™ Pouch

Aid Belts



Designed for use 
in  severe 
environments

Ergonomical-
ly designed 
to stick like 
glue... even 

when the 
unexpected 

happens.

Intelligently 
organized 
for ease of 
use.

Used in 
harsh 
condi-
tions all 
over the 
world.

Huge #10 coil 
zippers and 

our Diamond 
Plate  pack 
cloth make 
these packs 

tough! 15”

6”

5”

4”

3.5”

9”

We pulled out all the stops on this product. The Patrol III is the largest 
and most advanced aid belt that we make. We took our time proven 

Patrol II and increased the size of the bottom pocket, added a rear 
slash pocket, and added bellows pleats to the wing pockets to create 

an aid belt with unmatched performance. The P-IIIs bottom pocket 
is large enough to carry an assortment of ET tubes, or up to 100 ft 
of 6mm evac line. It has three-point compression straps, 5 zippered 
pockets, a conical cut, and our exclusive interlocking pocket design. 

The  #10 coil zippered main pocket opens to access 5 internal divid-
ers, and 14 elastic keepers. For the EMT or medic that requires large 

capacity and absolute stability. Lifetime guaranteed.
Size:  800ci          color: Patrol black

19-PFP3

Our Patrol II , III and XF aid belts have Cordura  back panels and 
heavily pebbled waist belts, to provide unmatched stability while 

skiing, climbing or running.

Our Patrol II & III aid belts have five internal 
pockets and sixteen elastic loops to organize the 

main  compartment.

PATROL III Aid Belt

17

15”

6”

5”

4”

3.5”

9”

PATROL XF

 
We 
took our 
time proven Patrol III 
and added features for use 
by security and military forces. The 
XF sports a quick release buckle system for 
attaching a roll up tactical stretcher. In addition to 
all the outside pockets and internal organization of the P-III, 
the XF has the ability to attach two fold out  IDM pockets (sold separately). The XF also features dustproof /waterproof 
zippers with abrasion flaps, and paddleless, “no jingle” pulls. The back of the XF has a large loop patch for insignia or 
identification. If all that weren’t enough, the XF has a built in quick release system that is integrated into the top grab 
handle, for hanging in an aircraft, vehicle, or observation post. The wing waist belt can fold away when hanging or carrying 
as a jump bag. Built in USA. Lifetime guaranteed.
Size:  800ci color: Coyote/black accents
19-PFP4
IDM POCKETS  Fold out pockets (pair). 
19-IDM
Roll Up Stretcher. 
19-RUS1
 

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

Roll up stretcher attached 
(sold separately)

See page 31

Fold away suspension

Hanging quick release 
suspension

Inside with fold out IDM 
pockets (sold separately)

Glove  clip and wing 
pocket

Integrated handle

Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com



Access probes 
and shovel 

handle without 
taking your 

pack off.
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13.5”

26”

8”12”

12”

The LONGBOW emergency operations 
pack has achieved legendary status 
in Conterra’s fabulous line of EMS 
and rescue products. It was originally 
designed for the U.S. Air Forces Para 
Rescue Technicians. The Longbow 
is ergonomically designed with a 
vacuformed Kydex frame to ride 
like its part of you, whether you are 
rappelling, skiing or crawling. It has 
a large zippered medical supplies 
compartment which is separate 
from the main pocket. The longbow 
is hydration compatible and has 
numerous outside attachment points 
and ski carriers. This is the perfect 
pack for search and rescue, ski patrol, 
or tactical operations  where going 
“light and lean” is essential. It carries 
skis or snowboards better than any 
other pack we’ve seen. Volume: 
2,700ci     Weight: 4 lbs

19-LBP1 (Orange/Black)
19-LBP2 (SWATBlack) 
19-LBP3 (O.D. Green)
19-LBP4 (Red /Black)
(Coyote brown / Berry Compliant 
versions available. Call for details)

Slim 
ergonomic 

design.

Our 
revolutionary 
Monocoque 
suspension 

will fit most 
adult back 

lengths 
without any 
adjustment.

Vacu-formed 
Polymer 

frame.

 Twin 
SAM splint 

tunnels and 
customizable 
Velcro fabric 

18

U.S. Navy Sea Hawk 
Helicopter running 
with a Longbow as 
its main medical 
pack.

Ski Patroller packing 
his Snowboard on his 

Longbow

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

LONGBOW  Emergency 
Operations Pack

Crossbow II  Rapid Response  Pack

THE crossbow’s back pocket can be 
outfitted with several of our MOS 
modules (shown above with optional 
IDM pockets, two SOP pockets and 
two ESU strips). You can also fit one 
deluxe organizer instead of the MOS 
modules, as shown below.

Back by popular demand! Our 
famous Crossbow rapid response 
pack was a staple of the rescue 
community for nearly twenty years. 
We retired it several years ago, but 
due to overwhelming customer response, we have brought it back with an 
improved  design and upgraded materials. The result is the new CROSSBOW II. 
It is a great pack for mountain bike patrol, eastern ski patrolling, or hasty SAR 
teams. The slim design and smart construction with ultra light materials make 
the pack feel like it is a part of you. It is built from our Diamond 
Plate ripstop pack cloth and 500 denier Cordura Nylon. It has a 
three pocket configuration for clean packing. We have reshaped 
the back pocket, and added more organizational capability (see 
photos). We have upgraded the zippers to Waterproof throughout 
the pack. It is hydration capable, and has an internal divider that 
can be opened to carry longer items inside the pack. 
Whether you are on a mountain bike, skis, or running a trail, this 
little beauty will let you go light and lean! Made in USA, Lifetime 
guaranteed.
Volume: 2,000ci
Weight: 2 lbs
19-CBP1 (Red/Charcoal)
19-CBP2 (Black) 
19-CBP3 (clip and go pocket set for side wings)

Optional wing 
pockets

NEW!



CLIP & GO POUCH
Attaches to waist belt.

16-CGP1..............17.00 ea 

RADIO POCKET
Fits most hand held 

portables, and attaches to 
either shoulder strap. of 

your Longbow or Longbow 
Ranger

19-ORC2

ORGANIZER KIT
Our favorite assortment 
of Conterra M.O.S. 
organizers for the 
Longbow and  Ranger. 
Attach to hook & loop 
medical wall.
19-LOK

SIDE POCKET 
SET

These unique stable 
side pockets thread and  

clip to the Longbow 
Ranger’s compression 

straps, extending 
carrying capability. Sold 

in pairs.
19-LRSP1

Access probes and 
shovel handle without 
taking your pack off.

Our revolutionary Mono-
coque suspension will fit 
most adult back lengths 
without any adjustment.

Vacu-formed Kydex frame.

 Twin SAM splint tunnels 
and customizable Velcro 

fabric wall.

 Angled top pocket for 
helmet clearance

 Lots of gear 
organization

 Mixed climbing tool 
holster

19

14.5”

30”

8” 12”

13”

 Carries skis like a dream!

LONGBOW RANGER  Mountain Rescue Pack

The Longbow Ranger is the big brother to our very popular Longbow pack. We poured almost 30 years of pack build-
ing experience into the Ranger. It is built from the ground up as a wilderness/alpine rescue pack. It sports the same 

medical pocket, probe pocket and ski carrying capability as its little brother. But the Ranger is larger to accommodate 
wilderness gear. It’s built out of our  super light diamond plate pack cloth, with a top loading body, and monocoque 

suspension. It has a fold away center divider, and multiple tool loops. This is a light, fast, mid sized pack, made 
specifically for the rescue professional. It is by far the most technically advanced pack that we have ever produced!

volume: 3,700ci     Weight: 4 lbs

19-LRP1 (Blue/Black)
19-LRP2(Red/Black

19-LRP3 (SWAT Black)
 (Coyote brown / Berry Compliant versions available. Call for details)

 Shown here with 
optional IDM pockets and 

organizer kit

 Grand Canyon rescue

Compatible

IDM POCKETS
Fold out pockets for the Crossbow, 

Longbow and  Ranger (pair). 
19-IDM

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com
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 LS 
Response pack 

Exciting new first access pack. Carries BLS 
supplies, and even a hydration bladder. The 

LS can be attached to many other CONTERRA 
packs for enhanced modular capability. The top 
zippered pocket is filled with pre sewn pockets 

and elastic organizing loops. The bottom pocket 
is lined with Veltex fabric which accepts many of 

our modular pockets ( see page 32-33) or can 
be configured to carry a Phillips or similar A.E.D.  

The unique swivel shoulder straps will fit any 
body size. Both pockets have dedicated loops to 

attach our E/R light, which will illuminate the 
inside of the pack during night ops. There is an 
outside loop as well for attaching the E/R light  

when mountain biking or travelling at night.   
This pack is a great choice for event response.

19-CLS1
19-CLS2w/ E/R light

19-CLS3...w/ E/R light & hydration bladder
19-CLS4 tactical black

 STRIKE 
ERT pack system

Wing Tanks

Long Range SuspensionMulti stage capability

Six years in the making. The Strike ERT Pack System is a revolutionary 
concept in disaster team response. We took ideas from Katrina, Haiti, 
and the Sumatra Tsunami to create a scalable response pack system. The 
system starts with our STRIKE pack. It is a 2,600 cubic inch bag that opens 
with a clamshell style waterproof zipper, with an end pocket also opening 
with a waterproof zipper. The main body of pack is armored with multiple 
fabric layers, and the pack sports multiple carry handles. The inside lid is 
covered with veltex fabric, should you need to add internal pockets. This 
pack makes a great carry on, and when you get off the plane, you can 
deploy the shoulder straps and hip suspension, turning the bag into a top 

loading back pack! You can attach an LS 
pack to the back of the pack (shown at left) 
to add more capability. Once at the deploy-
ment site you can choose to use the LS, the 
Strike, or the Strike/LS combo as a scalable 
response pack system. For more capability, 
you can add the wing tank system and Long 
range suspension sold below to make a 
5,000 cubic inch response pack. If the road 
from the airport to your deployment area is 
blocked, you can carry all your gear on your 
back. Once at your site you can scale the 
Strike back to meet your objective. If you 
only need hydration and some basics, just use the LS. If you need more 
carrying capacity, use the Strike or Strike L/S combo. Made in USA.
19-ERT1 (Red/Black) 
19-ERT2 (Black)

Designed to help move your gear from an insertion point to 
our staging area. This horseshoe shaped module incorporates 
three interconnected pockets that securely attach around 
your Strike pack, adding over 1,500 cubic inches of storage. 
The wing tanks can be easily dropped off at quarters or 
equipment cache. The side handle of the strike can still be 
used with the wing tanks. Additionally, the wing tanks have 
an ingenious attachment to the Strikes top handle that greatly 
adds to its strength.  The side pockets are 30” long each, with 
waterproof /dust proof zippers. The bottom pocket is 6”x 6”x 
12”, and opens with a #10 waterproof zipper.
19ERT-3

Strike+Wing Tanks are designed for efficient 
pallet stacking when used during large scale 

deployment

Adds comfort and stability to the strike pack system. The Long Range 
Suspension System consists of a vacuformed  frame that slides into a sleeve 
in the Strike, which helps transfer load to your hips. Speaking of hips, the 
Long Range Suspension also includes a hip belt that attaches to the Strikes 
wing suspension, increasing padding and comfort. The slim hip belt 
is designed to  be stored in the zippered shoulder strap 
compartment when shipping or palletizing your pack. 
Recommended if you are using Wing tanks on your Strike 
pack system. 
19ERT-4

All Cordura Berry Compliant 
version available (Coyote brown). 
Call for details.

Inside lid is compatible with our 
MOS pockets (Sold Separately)

Full system

With LS  pack attached
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 FLIGHTLINE
Aero-Medical Pack 
This exciting new pack is designed to be ultra compact for 
Helo use. The tough little Flightline has a small footprint 
when closed, but opens to show a surprisingly roomy main 
compartment, with a removable SAM splint as the frame 
stiffener. Zippered end pockets, fold out wing pockets 
( one that is a tear away trauma pouch) with Multiple 
carrying options, uses SAM splint as pack frame. Inside is 
completely customizable using our modular organizers and 
pockets (see pages 26-27). 
19-FLP1 (orange)
19-FLP2 (orange w/litestalker internal light)
19-FLP3 Blue)
19-FLP4 (Blue w/litestalker internal light)
19-FLP5 (Black)
19-FLP6 (Black w/litestalker internal light)
19-FLP7 (O.D.)
19-FLP8 (O.D. w/litestalker internal light)
19-FLP9 (Coyote)
(Berry compliant version available. Call for details)

 FLIGHTLINE ULTRA 
Aero-Medical Pack 

(Inside pockets sold 
separately, see pages  
26-27) 

(Inside pockets sold sepa-
rately, see pages  26-27) 

Big Brother to our new Flightline pack. The Ultra has extra carrying capability with a  slim profile. It is long enough to carry a “D” 
O-2 bottle. The Ultra has a fold away backpack suspension, hideaway shoulder strap, and tear away trauma pouch. A unique usable 
feature is that the Ultra uses SAM splint XL’s as its pack frame. The inside of the Pack is completely customizable  with our movable 
organizers and pouches. The Ultra is built from Super strong Cordura and Ballisatics 
Nylon, with Rubber grab handles, and a lifetime guarantee. Of course it is built to 
Conterra’s legendary standards right here in the USA.

19-FLU1
19FLU2 (w/litstalker internal light)

TECHSAR®  Transformer
Quick Respose

 Pack 

 Our new Techsar® Transformer quick 
response pack is really FOUR packs in 

one: It’s a well designed small jump 
bag, it’s a fanny pack, it’s an adjustable 

radio carrier, and it’s a load bearing 
medical vest. The Cordura Bag sports many organizing pockets and keepers 

to carry BLS equipment, and is sized to fit behind aircraft seats or storage 
compartments. When the going gets tough, two pockets swing out to reveal 
a two inch hip belt suspension which allows the Techsar® Transformer to be 

carried as an aid belt. In highly technical terrain  or when a backpack must be 
worn, a chest harness suspension deploys to make the Techsar® Transformer 

a load bearing medical vest! An added feature is that the radio pocket is 
completely removable, and can 
be worn on your belt. Designed 

and built in USA and lifetime 
guaranteed.

19-TTP1
Check out our 
website for a 

demo video of this 
product!

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com



  The  ALS Extreme pack  is a truly unique animal. It is designed to meet the needs of EMTs and Paramedics who perform in severe environments 
such as  Skiing, Rappelling, riding snowmobiles, or helitack insertions. The ALS Extreme sports six zippered compartments, including a removable 
top pocket, a fold away suspension system, and is  built entirely from cordura and high count Ballistic nylon.  It has ultra strong side handles,  wand 
tunnels,  and a hydration bladder sleeve.  The body of the pack is very narrow to allow a full range of movement when on the rescuers back. A very 
unique feature of this pack is when accessing the main pocket, the back pockets rotate to the sides, creating a high degree of organization at your fin-
gertips, and rotate back out of the way for transport.  The main pocket zips open via  huge #10 coil zippers to reveal a large compartment, completely 
lined with Veltex fabric (which will accept any of our MOS organizers) twin movable dividers, and a flap sporting two medium organizer pockets (you 
can add more).  A nice feature of this pack is that the bottom end is designed for personal survival gear.  By moving the divider, you can adjust just 
how much personal space you need, or remove the divider and use the space for medical equipment (You can also add side pockets to extend the 
range of your pack even farther). The fold out suspension is the same one that we use on our famous  mountain rescue packs.  This coupled with a full 
aluminum frame insures a comfortable, stable ride, every time.  We absolutely guarantee that this is the best pack of its kind that you can buy. 
Volume: 4,200ci
19-ALX1..(Black/Yellow)
19-ALX2..(SWAT Black)
19-ALX3..(O.D.Green)
19-ALX4..(Coyote)
(Berry compliant version available. Call for details)
O-2 bottle keeper strap.. 19-ALX6

ALS EXTREME  Pack

The ALS Extreme is at home in severe environ-
ments.

All Cordura military version 
O.D.  green  ALX 
- Call for NSN number.

The ALS Extreme  has a special 
sleeve that accepts our two liter  
hydration bladder.
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Conterra’s Spe-
cialized pack 
line  incorpo-
rates features 
and durability 
for any rescue 
professional 
that works in 
severe environ-
ments, limited 
equipment or 
long transport 
times.  Rangers, 
Flight med-
ics, and    SAR 
technicians  use 
our specialty 
packs all over 
the world.

All Cordura Coyote version. Call 
for details

Preparing for a SAR mission, 
Antarctica

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

10.5”

30”

8.5”

21”

2”

12”

Optional O-2 keeper strap works 
with “D” and Jumbo “D” tanks



We originally designed this pack for the  ultra 
elite FBI hostage rescue team.  This highly special-

ized pack is made from Ballistics nylon and Cordura™, 
and utilizes nearly 100%  of its volume by virtue of its unique shape. By 

using  our modular accessory kits (sold separately) you can carry : one aluminum “D” O-2 tank,   BVM & masks, one 
liter of  I.V. fluid, mini drug kit, intubation kit, hemorrhage control kit, suction, two to three C collars,  and various other 
assessment and trauma supplies, all in a pack that measures less than 9” x 13” x 25”! The suspension system is the 
same that we use on our technical climbing packs, and it folds away when the USAR pack is used as a duffel bag. This 

specialized kit is definitely not for everyone, but if you need to go light, fast, and lean, this is the pack for you.
Color: royal/black, SWAT black. Volume: 2,900ci 

19-USR1 (BLUE)
19-USR2 (SWAT BLACK)

 9”13”

18”
25”

 USAR
 Medical Response 

Pack

Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com

SFC Robert H. Deeks, 2nd Battalion, 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) SFC Deeks, 
40, died from injuries he received when the vehicle in which he was riding struck a 
land mine on March 3, 1993 while providing humanitarian assistance during Operation 
Restore Hope, Somalia.  SFC Deeks was a Desert Storm Veteran. This pack is named in 
honor of his sacrifice.

 DEEKS Advanced Airway Medical Pack

This specialized pack was designed on the basic USAR platform for use by the U.S. Special 
Operations Forces. It is built entirely from O.D. Cordura Nylon, with a padded main handle and 
a high strength top handle that can be used as a haul point for raising / lowering. The pack 
has all the features listed above for the USAR., such as full backpack suspension, as well as 
the ability to carry a “D”, aluminum”D”, Jumbo “D”, and even a Carbon Fiber “D” oxygen 
cylinder. It also comes standard with a medium organizer pocket, a modular OPA/NPA kit, a 
divided organizer, and a specialized removable zippered kit. This pack is built to the highest 
specifications of the S.O.F. and is currently deployed throughout the world. 
NSN#6530-01-515-7612
19-DEE1(O.D.)
(Coyote version available. Call for details)
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USAR special offer
Catalog exclusive!  Organizing package for the USAR Kit:

(1) Divided Organizer pocket (DOP1) 
(2) Large Organizer pockets (LOP1)  

(1) Medium Organizer Pocket (MOP1)
(1) Deluxe Organizer pocket  (DOK1)

(3) Elastic Strip units (ESU)
 

SAVE $20.00!

19-USAR3

 USAR LS 
Medical Response
 Pack

23

The USAR LS starts with our rugged space efficient USAR pack ( see left) and adds 
the extra features and carrying capacity of our LS  Response pack (see page 22). 

This allows the USAR the ability to carry an AED, Hydration  Bladder and extra 
trauma and assessment supplies. The LS quick connects to the USAR, and does not 

in any way hinder access to the USARS three Pockets. In technical environments, 
the LS can be detached and worn separately. A perfect combo for industry or event 

response.
Blue/Black....19-USR4
Swat Black....19-USR5

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com



I.V. “AD-WRAP” Kit

14” 3”

7”
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S Conterra’s new Tube-pro represents the next step in 

intubation carrying systems. It is quite simply the best, most 
advanced kit on the market today.  It will carry all your 

adult and ped gear in Conterra’s unique file 
folder style. It has slots forcarrying up to 

ten blades.  An exciting feature of 
this bag is it’s ability to hang 

vertically while being used, 
freeing up space in rigs or 
aircraft. Made in USA and 

lifetime guaranteed!

19-TPI1

TUBE-PRO
 Deluxe
 Intubation Kit

24

The Tube-Pro organizes your ET 
tubes in our unique stand up 

“file folder” style.

The Tube-Pro can 
be hung from 
almost anything,  
and worked out of 
vertically! 14” 4”

9”

Our  
intubation kit 
will  allow access 
to all your  ALS airway 

supplies with just one 
operation. It will hold a variety 
of ET tubes in  “ file folder style” for instant access. There are several pockets 

for scope handles, masks, gloves, lubricant etc. There is also a zippered 
compartment for extra batteries, bulbs, etc.

The  Conterra intubation kit also has  elasticized slots for  up to eight blades 
and forceps.  The kit  is built entirely out of Cordura with a velcro closure, and 

will easily fit in the front pocket of our Airway Pro™ kit. 
Dimensions: 3” x 6” x 14” 

19-ITK1

Our  I.V. kits are constructed from  heavy Cordura nylon, and 
lined with  Polar fleece as a powerful insulator.  There is a vinyl window on 

the side to allow monitoring of fluid. A truly unique feature of this kit  is not 
only that it will velcro to the bottom of the ALS Extreme Pack, but it also stacks 

on top of another  I.V. kit via velcro hook and loop, maximizing space. The I.V.  
kit is also  configured to attach to the inside top lid of our USAR pack.  For use in 

adverse conditions or for  hypothermia treatment simply slide  a heat pack into the 
kit and keep your I.V. fluid warm for up to 12 hours! 

Dimensions: 2” x 5” x 12”  color:  Red. 
19-IVK1 

Our  I.V. Ad-Wrap attaches to our I.V. Kit (sold Above) and organizes everything you need to start and 
maintain a  line, and/or draw  bloods. 

There are separate pockets for blood 
tubes, mini drip lines, maxi drip lines, 

catheters, Betadine wipes, alcohol 
wipes, roller gauze, tourniquets, 

Veniguards, and bandaids. All pockets 
open inward and have elastic keepers above them 

for security. Once a line has been started, 
tear away the Ad Wrap from the I.V. Kit and 

package the kit with the patient.  The Ad-
Wrap can also be rolled up and used alone.  

The Ad-Wrap is fully machine washable. 
Dimensions: 12” x 16”  color:  Red/Black 

w/ reflective stripe. 
19-IVW1The Conterra Ad-Wrap   can 

be used  with or without the 
I.V. Kit.  The Ad-wrap rolls up 
tight and sticks to itself.

I.V.  Kit

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

INTUBATION  
Kit

KING Airway Roll
Specifically designed for King Airway 
tubes. The pocket colors indicate 
tube size.

19-KAR1



The med-loc is new in Conterras line of modular accessory 
packs. It can be used as a stand alone kit, or attached 
to Conterras mini med organizer. The Med-loc features 
elastic loops for preloaded controlled meds as well as 

two vinyl pockets for amps and vials. the Med-loc 
also has a pouch for paperwork and can be 

attached to almost anything 
via two Velcro hook strips! 

Dimensions: 6.5” x 9”, color: 
black 19-MLK1

MED-LOC   Medication Locker

 
This little  powerhouse  is a great choice for 

organizing any small items, such as amps or 
vials.  The Mini-med  has six  clear  vinyl pockets, 
securely elasticized at the top. The shape of each 
pocket cradles amps and vials well. The back  is 

armored with Corex plastic to keep your meds 
safe. The Mini-med  attaches to  any Velcro  loop 

surface. Dimensions: 6” x 13”
19-MMO1
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The big brother to our Mini-Med  organizer, this 
unit sports  eight clear vinyl pockets that are sized 

for bigger vials. The back of the Magnum-Med 
is armored with Corex plastic to keep your meds 

safe. The Magnum-Med attaches to any Velcro 
loop surface, and is a great addition to any of 
our  M.O.S. compatible products. Dimensions: 

6” x 13” 
19-MMO2

MINI-MED   Organizer

MAGNUM-MED   Organizer

The MedPro XL is the big brother to Conterras  Med-Pro™ medications kit.  It has all the 
features of the Med-Pro, with an additional 400 cubic inches of storage space  as well as a 
removable zippered storage com-
partment AND a lockable area 
for controlled meds, complete 
with its own paperwork pouch!  
color:  Black/ Red. Volume: 
1,012ci
19-MPK2
       

23” 5.5”

8”

14” 5.5”

8”

MED PRO XL™  
Medication KitMED PRO™ 

 Medication Kit

 
T h e 
M e d - P r o ™ 
medications kit is a 
marvel of design and workman-
ship. The Med-Pro™ is built to hold a 
large assortment of drugs in an incredibly small space. When unzipped, the pack holds 
itself  open to reveal a padded space for pre loaded medications, a zippered compartment 

for large syringes and 250ml solution bags, as well as an 
elasticized organizer for smaller  syringes. The  fold out  

inner module sports a FIFTEEN POCKET medication 
organizer, which is elasticized, padded, and 

armor plated with Corex plastic to offer 
a high degree of protection for 

your more fragile meds.  The 
Med-Pro™  is sized to fit 

into Conterra Responder 
IV and ALX packs, but will 

work in most other brands. We 
absolutely guarantee that this is 

the best pack of its kind that you 
can buy. If you need to carry a 
wide assortment of meds in the 
smallest area possible, then this 

is the kit for you.
color:  black/ reflex yellow. 

Volume: 616ci 
         19-MPK1 

MED-Pouch
Designed for medics that need to keep 
their narcotics on their person. The 
Conterra Med-Pouch looks like a glasses 
case from the outside. Pull open a Velcro 
tab that hides the cut away security 
lock. Then zipper open the padded main 
compartment to reveal elastic loops for 
eight unitized preloads, with room for 
injector.

19-CMP1 
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See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com



19-ESU6 (red, 6 loop)
19-ESU4 (green, 4 loop)
19-ESU3 (yellow, 3 loop)
19-ESU2 (blue, 2 loop)
19-ESU1 (black, 1 loop)

These handy keepers are built with sturdy 
elastic. They are color coordinated and will 
securely attach to any hook & loop surface. 
You can use them to customize ANY of our 
M.O.S. compatible kits. The red keeper is 
great for airways & preloads, the yellow and 
blue are good for rollers and cravats, and the 
black will hold shears, flashlights, etc. Use 
your  imagination! 

ELASTIC STRIP 
UNITS

Our small organizer pockets are  a handy 
addition to any Conterra product. Made from 
400d pack cloth with a clear vinyl front, and 
YKK coil zipper, the pocket helps  to organize 

medications, small dressings, etc. Great for use 
in ski patrol aid belts. The back of the  small 

organizer has hook & loop strips that allow it 
to attach to any of our MOS compatible kits.  

They are also sized to slide file folder style into 
any of the Responder series kits. Dimensions:  

6” x 9” 
 

19-SOP1 (red)
19-SOP2 (yellow)
19-SOP3 (blue)
19-SOP4 (black)

SMALL ORGANIZER 
Pocket

Our Medium organizers are the same width and 
height as our small organizers, except they are 
1.5” deep and have a hook & loop opening. They 
are a great size for dressings, body substance 
isolation  supplies, etc. They have a hook & loop 
strip on the inside that accepts any of our elastic 
strip units, which allows you to organize small 
items internally. The medium organizers are sized 
to attach and work with any of our MOS compatible 
kits. Dimensions: 1.5” x  6” x 9”. 

19-MOP1 (orange)
19-MOP2 (green)
19-MOP3 (black)

MEDIUM ORGANIZER
 Pocket

2329

Conterra’s Movable Organizing System line comprises EIGHTEEN different elastic loops, pouches and bags. The  Movable Organizing 
System allows you to easily customize any of our products that bare the MOS symbol.
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ORGANIZERS & ACCESSORIES

Our Large Organizer pockets are big enough to 
fit bulky items like trauma dressings , but many 

responders use them for assessment tools etc.  
The pocket is 400d pack cloth on the bottom and 

sides, with a clear vinyl front, and opens with a 
large hook & loop top flap.  It is sized to work 
with any of our modular equipment organizers 

(page# 26-28) and can fit anywhere the modu-
lars can. The Large organizer is also designed to 
velcro into any of our MOS compatible kits.   A 

great choice for hemorrhage control supplies. 
Dimensions: 1.5” x  6” x 12” color: navy blue. 

19-LOP1 

Our Divided organizer pockets are the same outside 
dimensions as our Large Organizer pockets, so they will 

fit into any of our MOS compatible kits. The Divided 
organizer sports six pockets and multiple elastic loops. 

The organizer also has a large clear vinyl flap that covers 
and protects contents from the elements   as well as 

spilling inside your bag.  The pocket is 400d pack cloth  
and closes with a large hook & loop strip.  It is sized 

to work with any of our modular equipment organizers 
(page 26-28) and can fit anywhere the modulars can. 

The Divided Organizer is also designed to velcro into 
any of our MOS compatible kits.   A great choice for use 
with our Crossbow pack. Dimensions: 1.5” x  6” x 12” 

color: yellow 
19-DOP1.(yellow)

19-DOP2(Black) 

DIVIDED ORGANIZER
 PocketLARGE ORGANIZER 

Pocket

Our B.V.M. Bag protects your bag valve mask, 
while giving it high visibility and easy access.  
The bag fits most BVM’s (in collapsed position)  
and has Velcro on both the side and back of the 
unit for attachment in any of our larger MOS 
compatible packs. 
Size: 6” x 7” x 7”
color: Red
19-BVM1

BVM Bag

Our Extra Large Organizer pocket is big enough for 
V-Vacs or I.V. boards etc. The pocket is 400d pack 
cloth on the bottom and sides, with a clear vinyl 
front, and opens with a large hook & loop top 
flap.   The Extra Large organizer is  designed to 
attach into any of our larger MOS compatible kits 
( does not fit in the Infinity series) and can act as 
a fold out suction pocket for our Airway Pro™ kit.
Dimensions: 1.5” x  6” x 16” color: black. 
19-XOP1 

EXTRA LARGE 
ORGANIZER Pocket



BVM Bag

Our “Wall organizer” is designed to fit against larger wall panels, 
such as those found in the Responder IV, Jump, ALX extreme, etc. 
It consists of five slash pockets and a long hook & loop strip that 
accepts any of our elastic strip units (sold separately). By adding 
the exact strips that you need,  you can create a custom pocket 
organizer! 
Dimensions:  7” x 18” color: black. 
19-WOU1 

WALL ORGANIZER Unit 

Shown here with an ESU3 and ESU6 
elastic strip unit (sold separately) 

LIGHTSTALKER  Unit 

Works with our EMS/Rescue light to illuminate the inside of 
most CONTERRA BAGS. The unit attaches via hook & loop  
and automatically stands up when bag is open (the back of 
the Lightstalker is “S” shaped, allowing the unit to lie flat 
when closed in a pocket or bag). You can control the light by 
pinching the Light Stalker.
19-LSL1(Empty stalk)
19-LSL2 stalk w/ rescue lite 
(See page 44 for information on our patented Conterra EMS 
/Rescue light w/clip)

Shown here lighting up our Responder IV 
trauma bag.

Latest edition to our Movable Organizing System. Great size for many items including 
unitized medications. The zip organizers can be attached to any of our bags or packs that 
have hook & loop compatible fabric. Two organizers can also be attached together  (see 
below ) to make fold out modules. Comes  in three colors, with reflective stripe that can 
be written on in Sharpie marker.
19-ZOP1 (Red)
19-ZOP2 (Blue)
19-ZOP3 (Black)

ZIP ORGANIZER  Unit 

ZIP ATTACH
This slick unit will attach two Zip organizers 
together (sold above) to make a handy fold 
out module.
19-AOU1ZOP2 (Blue).....................$16.00
16-ZOP3 (Bla
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This little kit can be 
configured to do a multitude 
of jobs. It works beautifully 
as a first aid kit for  climbing and 
back packing. It  is also designed for use  as a small med kit, as an 
accessory to the USAR pack (page 23), or other small pack, and can carry pre-loads, 
vials and tubes.  The DELUXE ORGANIZER is made from 400d pack cloth and sports a 
large zippered  vinyl window pocket, a fold out pocket large enough for soap notes (sold 
on page 45), with elastic keepers on one side, eight horizontal  elastic keepers for pill 
bottles, as well as a vertical keeper for larger items. A large elastic strap  along the back 
wall holds a SAM splint or pre load boxes. Two hook & loop strips on the back of the kit  
keep it snug in any of our MOS compatible products.  DIMENSIONS:  3”  x  6”  x 11”  
  color: royal/black.
19-DOK1 

DELUXE ORGANIZER Kit

SUPER ORGANIZER Kit
Same as above, but four inches longer AND the ability to attach two IDM pockets (sold 
separately) Our top choice for light back 
country first aid   DIMENSIONS:  3”  x  
6”  x 16”  
  color: Red/black.
18-DOK2
     

Shown here with 
IDM pockets (sold separately) 

IDM Pockets (pair). 
19-IDM 



ORGANIZERS & ACCESSORIES Movable Organizing 
MOS

Pelican Lid Inserts

Our modular lid insert allows you to set up your box a number of different 
ways. The corrugated plastic insert is sized to fit  #1550 or larger Pelican 

cases. It attaches via hook & loop to the inside top of your case (you supply 
the case)  with adhesive back loop (we supply).   The insert accepts  multiple 

combinations of our MOS compatible organizers, allowing you to customize 
your box for trauma,  Meds, etc.   The Pelican  Lid insert hinges down so that 

both sides can be utilized.   
Dimensions:   12.5” x 17” color: black. 

19-PLO1 

Our Lid Insert allow you to set up your Pelican Case a number of 
different ways, and change your case as your needs change (case 
and MOS organizers not included).

Modular Insert

The Conterra Pelican Med insert fits in Pelican cases #1500 or 
#1550. It was originally designed for Seattle Medic One, who 

pioneered the use of pelican cases for street EMS. The insert itself is 
made of tough vinyl window material sewn directly on to  fluid proof 
plastic, making clean up much easier than other brands. The Conterra 

insert is made with all the quality and design innovation that has 
made Conterra THE leader in EMS soft case construction.

19-PLO3

Medication Insert
Intubation Insert Universal Cassette organizer

PELICAN CASE  ACCESSORIES

The Conterra Pelican Intubation  insert fits in Pelican cases #1550 or 
larger. It beautifully organizes intubation equipment on three walls. The 

front wall stores tubes  in five file folder pockets, along with stylettes, 
handle/blade, syringe, and forceps. The inside walls store extra blades, 

batteries, and  introducers,  as well as other accessories.
Dimensions:   12.5” x 17” color: black.   

19-PLO4

The padding that usually comes with the Pelican case is not 
very efficient for medical use. We designed this cassette for use 
in medical situations where “camera padding” just won’t do. 
Our Cassette Organizer is fabricated out of super thin aircraft 
aluminum and powder coated. It also has multiple adjustable 
metal dividers. Our NEW design will adjust to fit many different 
sizes of cases from 1500 to 1600. This easy to clean unit gives 
MUCH more usable space for medications or EMS equipment than 
foam or plastic dividers. 
19-PLO5
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The 1550 is the industry standard for EMS and rescue equipment. It is large 
enough to do whatever job you ask of it, but small enough to fit in most 

vehicle compartments. It is virtually indestructable, and like Conterra products, 
it’s made in U.S.A. (sold empty, organizers and cassettes sold separately).

Exterior dimensions:20.6”x 16.9”x 8.1” Internal dimensions: 18.75”x 
14.4”x 7.6”

PELICAN 1550 CASE

COMPLETE Medication
 Case COMPLETE Trauma Case

19-CIC1 (ORANGE)
19-CIC2 (YELLOW)
19-CIC3 (BLACK)

Get the case system designed by EMS professionals.. This case is pre 
loaded with our Medication insert and tig welded aluminum cassette 
organizer. The hinged lid sports 26 vinyl pockets, and the bottom 
cassette delivers eleven strong adjustable divisions. Your choice of 
either a Nanuk 940, or Pelican 1550.
Exterior dimensions:20.6”x 16.9”x 8.1”

This case system is tough.. This case is pre loaded with our Trauma insert 
and tig welded aluminum cassette organizer. The hinged lid front has  five 

slash pockets, 15 elastic loops, and two vinyl zippered pouches. The lid 
back walls can be rigged for narrow gear, or report clipboards.The bottom 
cassette delivers eleven strong adjustable divisions. Your choice of either a 

Nanuk 940, or Pelican 1550.
Exterior dimensions:20.6”x 16.9”x 8.1” 

This case system performs when seconds count.. This case is pre loaded with 
our Intubation insert and tig welded aluminum cassette organizer. The hinged lid 
front stores your front line airway supplies,while the hinged lid back keeps other 
intubation gear at your fingertips. The bottom cassette delivers eleven strong 
adjustable divisions for suction, BVMs etc. Your choice of either a Nanuk 940 or 
Pelican 1550.

 Exterior dimensions:20.6”x 16.9”x 8.1”

The Conterra Trauma insert fits Pelican Cases #1550 or larger. Built 
with the same legendary quality that Conterra puts in all our products, 
the Trauma Insert sports multiple pockets and hinged organization 
platforms. 

19-PLO2

Trauma Insert

Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com
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19-1550O (ORANGE)
19-1550Y (YELLOW)
19-1550B (BLACK)

COMPLETE Intubation 
Case

19-940O (ORANGE)
19-940S (SILVER)
19-940B (BLACK)

NANUK 940 Case

NEW!

19-CIC4 (ORANGE)
19-CIC5 (YELLOW)
19-CIC6 (BLACK)

This is a fine choice if you are considering a hard case.  The Nanuk 940 case is the 
same size as the Pelican 1550.  It has a unique clasp system that is easy to deploy 
( no pinched fingers). The clasps may be locked open for ease of use. The smooth 

lines and dual density handle are beautifully crafted as is the included shoulder 
strap. In our opinion, this is the finest case on the market today. Built in Canada. 

Lifetime Guaranteed.

Pelican Nanuk

19-CTC1 (ORANGE)
19-CTC2 (YELLOW)
19-CTC3 (BLACK)

19-CTC4 (ORANGE)
19-CTC5 (YELLOW)
19-CTC6 (BLACK)

Pelican Nanuk

19-CMC1 (ORANGE)
19-CMC2 (YELLOW)
19-CMC3 (BLACK)

19-CMC4 (ORANGE)
19-CMC5 (YELLOW)
19-CMC6 (BLACK)

Pelican Nanuk

Sherpa carrying system for hard cases (see page 37 for details)
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Our  Intubation holster  carries the essentials for airway 
management  in a tactical environment. It attaches to any 
standard pistol belt and freely articulates with the wearer’s leg 
movements. The holster can be worn on either leg via reversible 
elastic leg straps. The holster’s top flap sticks up and the main 
pouch hinges open for full access while crouching or kneeling. 
Constructed entirely from 1000D Cordura™ and lifetime 
guaranteed.    
19-TIH1

TAC-INTUBATION  Holster

This belt is a must for Police, Fire/Rescue, 
and Spec-Ops personnel. You can wear it 

in place of your regular belt. Just clip a 
carabiner (sold separately) through the 

buckle and you are ready for emergency 
rappelling, and/or extrications.  Manufac-

tured with 48mm black Nylon webbing. 
The black millspec buckle has a large 

triangular portion which will accommodate 
a carabiner. Velcro strip keeps free end of 
belt from flapping. Fits up to 44” waist. 

Proudly made in USA.
19-ARB8

(Rappel gear sold separately)

ASSAULT-RESCUE 
Belt  

TAC-CROSSBOW
Crossbow pack in SWAT black or O.D. with subdued 

label. For complete specs on Crossbow, see page 18 
19-CBP2

TAC-USAR
USAR pack in SWAT black or 
O.D. with subdued label. For 
complete specs on the USAR, 

see page 25
19-USR2

TAC-ALS EXTREME
ALS Extreme pack in SWAT black or O.D. 
with subdued label. For complete specs 

see page 22
19-ALX2

TAC-TRAUMA  HOLSTER

The  TAC-TRAUMA holster  
utilizes multiple pockets 
that hold themselves 
open for use, but still 
allows you to move 
quickly, even with the 
pockets open! 

TAC-LONGBOW
Longbow in SWAT black or O.D. 
with subdued label. For complete 
specs on the Longbow, see 
page 18
19-LBP2

TAC-LONGBOW 
RANGER
Longbow Ranger in SWAT black with subdued 
label. For complete specs on the Ranger, see 
page 19.
19-LRP3 (SWAT Black)

Our  trauma holster  carries the essentials for ballistic trauma  manage-
ment  in a tactical/CQB environment. It attaches to any standard pistol 
belt and freely articulates with the wearer’s leg movements. The holster 
can be worn on either leg via reversible elastic leg straps. Constructed 
entirely from 1000D Cordura™ and lifetime guaranteed.    
19-TTH1

Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com

TAC-LS
LS response /hydration pack inSWAT black with subdued 

label. For complete specs on the LS see page 20
19-CLS4

TAC-FLIGHTLINE
Flightline in SWAT black or O.D. with subdued label. For 
complete specs on the Longbow, see page 21
19-FLP5
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PATROL XF
Ultra high tech aid belt for our “high Speed” 
clients see page 17
19-PFP4 (Coyote)

All products shown above can be ordered in Multicam Berry compliant versions. 
Minimum orders apply. Call for details



When seconds count, choose Speed Straps for rapid extrication. Simple,  washable two inch polypro webbing and dual adjust side release buckles that girth hitch  to the handles or clip to the pins of your 
back board,  allowing you to quickly  package a patient for rapid movement. A must for MCI applications. Sold in sets of six with a nylon storage bag.
Speed straps for non pinned boards SPEED  STRAP 

Immobilizers

Our Triple X™ strap system is a revolutionary concept. The  “Triple X” Spine Saver™ has twelve separate overlapping straps that quickly and securely immobilizes a spine injured patient to 
virtually any spine board. Deployment of the “Triple X” Spine Saver™ is a snap. Simply align the  three sets of “X” formation  straps over the  corresponding  weight centers of the body 

(upper chest, pelvis, legs).  Thread the straps throughout the  back board holes and pull tight.  The “chest X” is adjustable in angle, and can be threaded over the patient’s shoulders to 
further help isolate the head and neck from the mass of the body.  Tests have shown that responders can quickly and easily use this device with no prior instruction. The machine washable 

“Triple X” Spine Saver™ is constructed of heavy weight   2”  webbing,  1.5” velcro, and has a reflective stripe running down the center alignment strap. The “Triple X” Spine Saver™ 
even comes attached to its own  zippered carrying case,  which can be attached to the back board and used to keep  C collars and tape in. The 

“Triple X” Spine Saver™ is proudly made in Seattle, WA.  U.S.A.
19-XXX1
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Smart Straps are an efficient answer to spinal immobilization. Our “smart” D-ring straps are a full 14 feet long each, with washable x-ray lucent 
hardware that can’t rust or corrode. Our new one piece buckle is simple to thread and requires over 1,000lbs of force to break it! So go ahead 
step on it, or run over it, and it will keep coming back for more. Each strap has an elastic keeper, which keeps the Smart Strap from turning to 
spaghetti in your rig (no more having to tape your straps into a ball). Because of their length, two straps are usually all that  is necessary for most 
immobilizations. With a little practice, Smart Strap spinal immobilization can be completed in less than 1 minute! (Really!)
19-DRS1

Smart Strap buckles are 
X- Ray lucent, and have a 
1,000 lb breaking 
strength!

SMART STRAP Immobilizers

Order 24hrs a day        www.conterra-inc.com 31

The same security and adjustability of Conterra’s revolutionary Triple X system, but with the added speed of 
metal clips for pinned boards. A unique feature of this system is that it can still be threaded through handles that   
don’t have pins!  

19-XXX2   

CLIP TRIPLE X™ 
Strap System

19-SSE
Speed straps with heavy duty chrome plated steel clips for pinned boards
19-SCE

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

TRIPLE X™ 
Strap 
System
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CONTERRA VSB 
Vacuum Immobilizer

Movable pelvic binder Application is quick and easy Removable / replaceable straps robust vacuum system

ROLL UP Stretcher

Contrerra is proud to offer the most advanced   vacuum immobilizer avail-
able today. It is well known that Vacuum mattress technology is the state of 

the art for patient protection and comfort. Conterra has partnered with  Bo 
Renberg, the original inventor of the Vacuum mattress to offer this unique 
device.  It is being used in the harshest conditions all over the world. We 

recently even shipped one to Tibet! The VSB sports many unique features 
that are just not found on other vacuum mattresses. The ergonomically 

designed VSB is built with special polyethylene beads that will not   break 
down over time like the polystyrene used in other brands. In addition, the 

beads are compartmentalized with a series of baffles, which means you will 
never have to spread out or distribute the beads when applying the device.  

The straps and handles are movable , and removable for replacement or 
cleaning. In fact, the VSB can even  be placed in a commercial washer  or 
extractor for cleaning. The VSB has a built in pelvic binding system that is 

quickly movable to align with the patient’s pelvis.  Lastly, the valve  system 
is a marvel of simplicity,  just plug the hose in, pull a vacuum , and pull the 

hose  out. This fine immobilization tool is built in USA and is guaranteed  
against defects in materials or workmanship. Even though these tools are 

built to the highest standards in the industry, we cannot guarantee against 
leakage or holes caused during use, because of the nature of pre hospital 

care ( so keep them out of the rose bushes!). We offer the VSB in two 
sizes; 7 ft model  for regular street use, and the lighter 6ft model for use 

where weight and size are at a premium, such as SAR and flight use.
(choose and order the storage case separately to match your storage 

needs)
(6 ft model, 12lb)......19-VSB1

(7 ft model,  13lb) ......19-VSB2
Standard cube shape storage case (12” x 20” x 22”).......19-VSB3

Long storage case (7” x 25” x 38”)...........19-VSB4
Sherpa  Carrying platform for the VSB (see page  39 for details)........19-SRP1

(Replacement  straps, pumps, valves, handles, and repair kits are all available by 
calling or clicking Conterra)

 

We have been building 
this tactical stretcher for 
some of our “high speed” 
customers for many years. 
Due to overwhelming 
demand, we are now 
offering it as a catalog item. 
Our stretcher is light and strong. 
In fact, we even pulled it in our test 
lab, and found the handles to fail at 
over 9 kN in straight pull, and over 20 kN 
in basket pull (position of function). The bottom of the stretcher is built from 1000d Cordura Nylon. 
The top is built from Para Pack cloth for weight and patient comfort. The stretcher is lightly padded 
for patient protection, and can even be used as a pad inside a litter (which makes lifting a patient out 
of a litter a breeze). The stretcher rolls up tight and is held securely with hook and loop. The stretcher  
fits nicely under our Patrol XF pack (see page 17) but is a great addition to any tactical or SAR 
equipment cache. Built in USA with our legendary lifetime guarantee. Machine washable. 20 oz (15” 
x 4”, rolled) ( 56” x 15” open)
19-RUS1

Destructive testing at our in house test lab shows just how 
strong Conterra products are. In “basket” configuration, our 
handles were able to withstand 20 kN (4,400lbf)!

Super protective ergonomic shape

Long case with 
carry handles 
and Shoulder 

straps
9” x 21” x 36” 

(19-VSB4)

Cube case with 
three carry handles

10” x 22” x22”
(19-VSB3)

Based on the success of the VSB, Conterra is proud to offer our Extremity 
Splint set. Utilizing all the advanced design aspects of the VSB (Polyethyl-
ene beads, super strong fabric, patented chamber design, and replaceable 
valves), Conterra limb splints are absolutely the finest on the market. The 
kit comes complete with hand pump, case, Long limb splint, medium limb 
splint, and ankle splint. In addition, the kit comes with a set of accessory 
straps that allow the long limb splint to be used as a very effective splint 
for shoulder dislocations. Made in USA (of course).
19-CES1
 

Patented



CONTERRA Extremity 
Splint Kit

Based on the success of the VSB, Conterra is proud to offer our Extremity 
Splint set. Utilizing all the advanced design aspects of the VSB (Polyethyl-
ene beads, super strong fabric, patented chamber design, and replaceable 
valves), Conterra limb splints are absolutely the finest on the market. The 
kit comes complete with hand pump, case, Long limb splint, medium limb 
splint, and ankle splint. In addition, the kit comes with a set of accessory 
straps that allow the long limb splint to be used as a very effective splint 
for shoulder dislocations. Made in USA (of course).
19-CES1
 

CONTERRA Cervical 
Immobilizer Kit

CONTERRA 
Cervical Collar

Excellent immobilization and protection. Super fast to use,  
and easy to clean, just throw it in the washer (make sure 
the valve is closed)!

CONTERRA Head 
Immobilizer

Patented

Patented
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This really unique head immobilizer operates on a very 
different principle than most others on the market. 

Instead of trying to weld a patients head to the spine 
board, this device immobilizes the patients head to 

their own shoulders, much like orthopedic surgeons do with 
halo immobilizers after surgery. This is an excellent way to protect 

the cervical spine in proper anatomical position without the hazards 
associated with taping a head to a board. In use, our head immobilizer is 

quite easy; simply slide it under the patients head and shoulders until the top of the patients head is even 
with the top of the device, attach the replaceable hook/loop straps and pull a vacuum with the same hand 
pump used for our limb splints (sold separately), but can also be used with motorized suction. Because it is 

ergonomically cut, the head immobilizer is comfortable, and allows for great visualization of the patient. The 
Head Immobilizer can even be applied on the patient before being placed on the spine board, making the 

application  even easier, while increasing patient safety during the move to the board.
Once the patient is on the board, 

immobilize as usual (including taping the 
head down).

 An innovative feature of this device is 
that it can be used on a gurney without 
a spine board by EMS systems that are 

moving away from rigid immobiliza-
tion. Our Head Immobilizer is durable, 
machine washable, and made in USA.

Head Immobilizer......19-CHI1
Hand Pump.......19CHP1

Replacement straps.......19CHI2

This on size fits all collar, designed by Bo Renberg, is a revolutionary 
concept. It quickly molds to fit different head sizes and neck lengths. 
Once a vacuum is pulled the collar is completely rigid, but can still be 
molded like clay to alleviate any uncomfortable spots for the patient. 
Uses the same hand pump as our Head immobilizer and limb splints 
(sold separately), but can also be used with motorized suction. It is 

machine washable, with a field replaceable valve, and  made in USA.
 Cervical immobilzer......19-CCC1

Hand Pump.......19CHP1

This full cervical immobilization kit uses the collar 
and head immobilizer shown at left. Comes with a 
red reflective zippered case, and hand pump. The 
case is also large enough to fit a roll of tape and 

two of our “Smart Straps” ( shown on page 31). 
An excellent choice for ski patrols and SAR teams, 

as well as street EMS  responders.
19-CIK1

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



EDGEBOT™ Terrain Roller

Connect as many Edgebots together 
as you need, any distance apart, by sliding them 
on 8mm cord as shown. No biners or screw links 
necessary!

The Conterra Edgebot™ is an ultra compact, high efficiency roller that is packed with features. 
It is uniquely shaped to work on railings, logs, rocks, guard rails, parapits, or anywhere else 
that friction needs to be addressed.  It can be hobbled down with rope or webbing, hung by 
biners, or even slid along tracks made by 8mm utility cord.  The  Edgebot features stainless 

Allows near instant Edgebot™ and Clampbot™ placement on railings, guard rails, or trees.  
Built with  ultra strong pass through buckle and frapping strap. Comes with four screw links.   
19-CEB2

steel axles, bronze bearings,  aircraft aluminium tires 
and powder coated side plates.  Triangular openings 
allow biners to redirect off angle ropes. The underside 
is curved to work on varied surfaces, and sports 
“crampons” which help with guard rails and parapits. 
Built in USA, right in Conterra’s  ISO 9001 CERTIFIED 
machine shop.  
19-CEB1

Deflecting a rope around a tree

Guard rail 
attachment

(inset: Edgebot™crampon 
grabbing edge of guard rail)

Quick attachment to industrial railing:  just 
clip, cinch, and wrap the frapping strap. 
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CLAMPBOT™ Articulating 
Terrain Roller

Rail roller attachment for Edgebot™ and Clampbot™

We took the incredible design of our Edgbot™ one step further  by making it articulate! The result is the new Clampbot™, 
that conforms to whatever you attach it to. It has 28 mini crampon points that firmly grip on pipes, railings and trees. 
The Clampbot™ can be placed with 8mm cord, just like the Edgebot™, as well as having the capability of redirecting the 
rope with a biner.  The truly great feature of the Clampbot™ is its ability to “grasp” thin railings when used with the Rail 
Roller attachment ( see photo below). The Clampbot™ is built with eight Oilite bronze bearings over stainless steel axles, 
with hourglass shaped aircraft aluminum tires, but is still crazy light, and fits in the palm of your hand. The powder coated 
articulating side plates are also aircraft grade aluminum. Built in house, in our own ISO 9001 certified machine shop to 
guarantee you absolute top quality and dependability.
19-CEB3

NEW!

NEW!



scarab

The SCARAB®  
Rescue Tool

This device will absolutely change the way you perform rope rescue. The SCARAB® represents five years of re-
search and testing by Rick Lipke and the design team at Conterra. It was born out of the need for a small, simple 
device that could easily control heavy rescue loads, as well as excel at pick offs, twin rope systems and other 
general rescue techniques. The SCARAB® does all this and more. With two models available, the SCARAB® is 
the perfect choice for both Fire/Rescue and back country rescue environments:

• Incredibly strong
• Does not twist the rope
• Instantly adjustable friction (just wrap a horn)
• Lower 600 lb loads with two fingers
• Super easy lock off
• Easy to use, right or left handed
• Single and double rope capable 
• Attach rope without unclipping from anchor

The SCARAB® TI
Ultra light alpine rescue tool. Machined 
from solid Titanium plate. Works with 

6mm to 11 mm rope.
Weight: 185g (6.6 oz)

The SCARAB® FR 
Ultra versatile general rescue tool. 

Machined from solid 303 stainless plate. 
Works with 9mm to 13 mm rope.

Weight: 385g (13.8 oz)

The SCARAB® is light and strong. It has endured over five years of drop and slow pull testing as well as undergoing extensive heat and wear studies utilizing Conterra’s state of the art CAPSTAN TEST BED.
The frame and crossbar’s strength is greater than 40kN. In real world tests with Nylon rescue ropes, the ropes fail at the nose of the SCARAB® at  about their knotted strength (just like most other descent control devices). 
When pulling a 12.7mm rescue rope on a tied off SCARAB®, the rope breaks at about 27kN, which easily exceeds the 22kN strength rating that NFPA calls out for to rate class “G” for descent control devices. In addition to 
a battery of slow pull and drop tests, the SCARAB® has undergone extensive heat and wear studies. One device was tested by pulling over a mile of  dirty rope through it under rescue sized tension, with temperature reading 
thermocouples being monitored at several locations during pulls. At 2kN of tension, and a lowering speed of 10M per minute, the SCARAB® maintained a frame temperature at about 100 degrees C. To our knowledge, the 
SCARAB® is the only descent control device to have ever undergone this type or degree of testing, anywhere. 
We truly believe the SCARAB® will outperform any other rescue descent control device made. Try one and you will be a believer too.

SCARAB® is a registered trademark of Conterra Inc. All rights reserved. 
  U.S. Patents 7,648,126B2,  7,866,634B2   (Other U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending)

Built by Conterra Precision, our own in house 
ISO 9001  certified facility.       

1) Start 
position

2) Wrap as 
many horns 
as needed

3) Simple 
lock off

Many rope 
 configurations 
are possible

19-SFR1 ( NFPA Fire /Rescue  stainless steel)

19-STI1 (Alpine Titanium)
SCARAB® sizes compared to a standard brake rack

The “Destructor” Scarab® test bed

SCARAB®  Rescue Tool

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

MEETS NFPA 1983 (12 ED) 
“G” (general use)

FOR 12.5MM ROPE
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REACH Rigging Pack

Reach Rigging pack with LS medical pack attached 
( see page  20 for LS details)

Hide away 
shoulder straps

The Conterra REACH rigging pack 
is about as high tech as a “rope bag” 
can get. The REACH is built from Ballistics 
Nylon and diamond plate pack cloth. It sports two 
heavily reinforced handles ( one that is oriented with clip 
buckles for hauling purposes).  The side pockets open with huge 
#10 YKK zippers to reveal multiple dividers and organizers for your 
accessory gear. The main pouch carries up to 100M (300ft) of 12.5 mm 
rescue rope. The back of the REACH has curved hide away shoulder straps. A 
truly unique feature of the REACH is that it is specially designed so that it can be 
attached to our LS response pack (see page 22 for details). With this combo a 
responder can arrive on scene with one pack,  rig a rappel, detach the LS from 
the REACH and get down to a patient with the gear needed to keep the patient 
alive. An excellent choice for industrial and fire based responders. Made in USA, 
Lifetime guaranteed.

19-REA1

19-REA2 (REACH/LS combo)

  

See a video demo 
of this product at 

www.conterra-inc.com

RESCUERS Pouch
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This popular item is in use 
by rescue professionals in all areas of response, from mountain 

rescue to petrochemical evac teams. The front of the pouch is 
designed specifically to carry a Scarab®, a carabiner, and a full set 

of Purcell Prusiks. Directly behind the main zippered pocket is a sleeve 
pocket that holds the Technical Rescue Riggers Guide. The Pouch uses a 

secure double hook and loop closure to firmly attach to the waist or leg of a 
rescue harness. It is light, unobtrusive, and keeps quickly needed items right 

at your fingertips. With it you can go up, down, lower, attach, travel limit, and 
reference from a pouch so small and well designed that you hardly know it’s 
there. (contents sold separately). 
 Made in USA, Lifetime guaranteed.

19-RSP1

Fully Loaded RESCUERS Pouch

Same Pouch as above, but loaded with a Scarab®, Ten meters of 6mm cord, 
Two locking biners, and, of course a Riggers guide.

Loaded pouch SAR ( aluminum biners and Titanium Scarab®) 19-RRP2

Loaded pouch Fire/ Rescue ( Steel biners and stainless Scarab® ) 19-RRP3 

NEW!



Rescue is made easier with the Conterra Rigging Bag.Our modular rescue bag organizes technical rope 
gear into a convenient deployment package. The bag can be carried by the grab handles, or worn as 
a backpack. The saddlebag pocket portion can be detached and used separately from the rope. The 

CONTERRA RIGGING Bag

MAGNUM 
Rope  Bag

MAX Rope  Bag 
System

It has always been difficult transporting 
long ropes when doing large scale rescue 
operations without mechanized support.  
Our Max Rope Bag changes that. The Max 
Rope Bag carrys 200M (600ft ) of 11 or 
12 mm rescue rope compartmented into 
two halves. The bag can be hand carried 
or worn as a backpack.  When transporting 
the rope any significant distance the rope 
bag breaks in two and can be carried by 

two rescuers, connected by   the center of the rope, just like glacier climbing. The bag halves 
are double ended so that either end can be accessed. The bag halves also can open  up and be 
completely removed from the rope at any time during an operation via  super stong velcro and 
chrome snaps. Well designed and lifetime guaranteed, of course.
19-MBS1

CONTERRA ORIGINAL

*from “Technical Rescue Riggers Guide” by Rick Lipke
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saddlebag pockets are 8”x4”x 20” with #10 zippers, and a clear vinyl window for 
inventory lists, etc. The rope bag holds up to 300 feet of 12.5mm rescue rope and opens 

at both ends to provide quick access to either end of the rope for advanced techniques. 
The bag is made  entirely out of Dupont Cordura, with Scotchlite reflective tape. Many 

organizations use three rigging bags to create “system packages”( Belay, Mainline, and 
Patient package).

Overall dimensions: 8”x16”x30”  colors: red, royal, black
19-RRB1(blue)
19-RRB2(red)

  19-RRB3(black)

The Magnum Rope Bag is engineered for professionals. 
One day, Rick Lipke wondered if a rope bag could be 
built that would give good protection for the rope in or 
out of the bag, had easy access to both rope ends, and 
was easy to stuff. The result is the Magnum Rope bag, 
the first totally new concept to come along in rope bags 
for years. The Magnum Rope bag features 1000d Cor-
dura construction, and can hold up to 100M of 12mm 
rescue rope. The bag has a zippered bellows, that when 
deployed doubles the opening size of the top, making 
stuffing the bag a breeze.  The bag is double ended so 
both ends of the rope are accessible ( a real plus for 
intelligent rigging). The bottom end of the bag sports a 
#6 brass grommet to tie your rope off. A unique feature 
of this bag is a 5ft x 5ft flaking tarp ( tethered inside 
the front pocket), which helps protect the rope from 
mud & debris during a raise. When you add reflective 
striping, a vinyl window, adjustable shoulder straps, 
and a large grab loop, you’ve got the best rope bag 
available anywhere. Of course it’s lifetime guaranteed, 
and made in USA.
colors: Red/Black, Blue/Black
19-MRB1 (Red)
19-MRB2 (Blue)

The  MAGNUM ROPE BAG  has a detachable flaking 
tarp to protect your rope during raises.

The bottom of 
the MAGNUM 
ROPE BAG  is 

fully accessible

The top of 
the MAGNUM 

ROPE BAG  
gussets out 
to twice its 

normal size to 
aid in stuffing.

How to carry
 200M of rope



“Knowledge is light in the rucksack, and cannot be left at home”.
Arnör Larson38

TECHSAR®  Rigging Pack 

Rope Bag module TECHSAR®  
Rigging Pack 

We originally built this rigging pack system for our own instructor’s use during classes, but due to overwhelming response we are now offering it to the public. The New Techsar® Rigging Pack is a 
marvel of organization. It opens to reveal two reinforced see through zippered pockets (we like one for round cord, one for web), a center section with MOVABLE tabs  for a custom fit on the gear 
that you choose to place there, a padded fold out pulley caddy (also with movable adjustment tabs for different styles of pulleys), and a padded fold out  carabiner organizer, that stores up to ten biners with elasticized keepers. It also has a tethered inventory 
card to ensure proper packing (extra cards are downloadable from our website). The outside of the bag is armored with ballistics nylon and #10 coil zippers. It also has a sleeve for rope guards, two vinyl grab handles, identifier window, and a bandolier shoulder 
strap. It works great alone, or securely attaches to its companion rope bag (sold below) to make a perfect modular response pack. Some teams use three of theses bags during a rescue; Belay, Mainline, and Edge.  Of course, it’s made in USA and has our legend-
ary lifetime guarantee.
19-TRP1 (red)
19-TRP2 (blue)
19-TRP3 (Black)
19-TRP 4 (4 extra keepers)

This inspired rope bag is specifically designed to work with 
the Techsar® rigging pack. It is shaped to seamlessly attach 
to the Rigging pack. This double ended bag is padded and 
armored with Ballistics nylon for years of use. It sports straps 
that allow  you to carry the system like a duffel bag when 
attached to the rigging bag. This strap system also allows 
a rescuer to wear the bag on their front when climbing a 
caged ladder (when detached from the Rigging pack). It 
has a haul loop and a bandolier shoulder strap. A truly unique 
feature of this system, is that when the rope bag and rigging module are 
attached to one another, the two bandolier straps act as regular backpack straps act 
together, allowing the system to be carried as a backpack!  The outside of the bag also has 
a clear document pocket for a rope log (extra rope logs can be downloaded from our website).  This 
bag can be split from the rigging portion to be used in separate locations or for climbing caged ladders 
etc, but it also functions beautifully while attached. This incredible  bag is made in USA, and has our 
lifetime guarantee.
19-TRP5 (red)
19-TRP6 (blue)
19-TRP7 (black)

Rigging gear is fully accessible, 
even while attached to the 
rope bag. 



Nanuk or 
Pelican Case
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SHERPA  Rescue  
Platform

Techsar® Rig combo pack

600’ Max Rope bag

Conterra Vacuum 
Immobilizer (6 ft)

Water, or other 
heavy, bulky 
equipment

Trauma / O-2
Combo

Expedition frame and fully 
adjustable suspension

Shown here carrying two 
Techsar® Rig Kits 

Carries The Techsar® Rig Rope / 
hardware combo to remote rescue 
sites, with enough extra room for 
personal gear 

15” 6”

30
”

22
”

6”
2

Pelican 1550
Case

Six gallon water can

There is a “Response gap” in technical rescue. Somewhere between a fire/ vehicle  based team response with traditional gear, and 
a light lean Mountain rescue team equipped with minimal gear, there is a grey area. Sometimes a rescue team will roll onto a scene, 
only to find that the “scene” is another 3/4 of a mile off the road. This will require a change in how the team will carry its gear. The 

Conterra Sherpa Rescue Pack helps bridge the gap between vehicle based front country technical rescue and specialized mountain 
rescue. We originally designed this pack to carry our Techsar® rope/hardware combo pack in situations like this where a rescuer would 

require a robust suspension system, as well as the ability to carry some extra personal items to stay safe farther from the road. We 
quickly found that the Sherpa could do this and so much more. The pack starts with an expedition quality eight point suspension system 

and aluminum frame, based on our nearly 30 years designing and building expedition packs used around the world. To this we added 
a unique “Pod Bay”, that is shaped to drop in a Techsar® combo pack (see facing page). The combination of catenary bottom and 

squeeze wings securely hold the Techsar® pack system to the pack frame. This Pod Bay will also fit other bulky items, like a Pelican 
1550 case (or similar), our VSB vacuum immobilizer, 600 ft rope bag or even a large water or gas can. There is a large flat pocket 

at the back of the Pod Bay to hold flat items like a clipboard or white board. There is a generous bottom pocket (6” x 15” x 6”) that 
opens via a waterproof #10 coil zipper. There is also a fitted top pocket for head lamps, power bars etc. You can throw a hydration 

bladder into the Pod Bay if needed. There are three strong handles around the parameter to help position and stow the Sherpa pack. 
The bottom of the pack is armored with super tough Ballistics nylon. There is even an accessible foam frame sheet that can be unfolded 

and used as a patient pad or bivvy pad in an emergency. If you find yourself needing to carry heavy/ bulky rescue items over long 
distances, then the Sherpa is the tool for you! Weight: 5.2 lbs  (2.3 kg)

(black w red accents)............19-SRP1

The Sherpa can carry a wide 
array of heavy, bulky items. 

(Coyote, and Berry compliant 
models available, call or click 
for details)



RIGGING UTILITY Pouch

Hook & Loop  keeper can be used to stow 
rescue gloves or jigger pulley system 

Back by popular demand!
The Conterra Rigging Utility Pouch will hold essential items for industrial and/or front country rescue.  
The main zippered pocket will easily hold ten meters of 8mm or 9mm accessory cord.  The bellows 
front pocket is designed to hold a full set of Purcell Prusiks and carabiner.  There is a holster on one 
side for trauma shears. The other side has a Velcro  keeper for stowing rescue gloves or a pulley 
system. The pouch can be clipped to a harness with a carabiner, or attached around harness webbing 
via a velcro tunnel/flap. 
19-RUP1 

CONTERRA “SLIDER”  
Rope Guard

An ingenious tool for rope rescue. Thicker and stronger than 
other brands,  the Slider Rope Guard is built from several 
thicknesses of heavy cotton canvas and SI-Tex fabric. It can be 
used as an edge guard for rappelling, or attach a cord to one 

Traveling Edge Guards
Allow guards to rest on apex of litter bridle, with slack 
keeper cords.  (stack as many slider edge guards as 
necessary.) Main and Belay may be encased in one guard 
(See caution on page 80). 

At a sharp spot, tie off keeper cord and allow 
main and belay line to pin the slider edge guard 
into the face.

of its three rigging points and use it as a “travelling” edge protector for rope rescue (let it 
travel down with the litter, wrapped around the ropes until it encounters an edge, then just 
tie off the cord and the edge pro stays put while the litter continues down).  Open size: 
10” x 24” weight: 590g (19oz)
19-CSRG1 (Yellow)
19-CSRG2 (black)
19-CSRG3 (50ft x 2mm cord)

*from “Technical Rescue Riggers Guide” by Rick Lipke

This little gem is for rangers and mountain 
rescue teams that work unsupported in 

backcountry rescues. Each rescuer carries 
one of these into the field containing just 

enough gear to build a component of a 
rescue system. This spreads the rescue 
load evenly throughout the team, and 

ensures that team members can still oper-
ate, even when separated. The kit itself 
consists of a sturdy bag with inventory 

SUGGESTED CONTENTS:
1) Mountain Rescue Bag
1) Alpine “Slider Rope Guard”
1) 15 M x 2mm pilot cord
1) Pilot throw bag
1) 25mm x 1.5 M web (green)
1) 25mm x 3.5 M web (yellow)
1) 25mm x 6 M web (red)
1) 8mm x 10 M utility cord
1) 8mm x 1.4 M Prusik loop
1) 8mm x 1.6 M Prusik loop
1) aluminum Tri-link
4) Locking “D” biners (24 kN)
1) Edgebot
1) Mini PMP pulley (30 kN)
1) Medium PMP (36kN)

Balanced group gear for six rescuers*

*from “Technical Rescue Riggers Guide” by Rick Lipke

+
medical
 gear

+
litter half

 +
Scarab®

+
rope

window. The inside wall of the bag is heavily padded with SI-tex vinyl and duck canvas. When removed, 
this padding rolls to become an alpine “slider” rope guard. The floor of the bag is padded with a round 

disk containing 50ft of 2mm cord. When removed, it becomes  the tether for the  “slider” rope guard! The 

+
rope

+
rope

+
litter half

 +
Scarab®

Mountain
Rescue Kit

disk can be filled with rocks or ice and then can be used as a short pilot 
/throw cord.When filled with recommended gear (see below), six of 

these bags + three ropes, a breakdown litter and two brake racks contain 
enough gear to do virtually ANY rope rescue, including Kootenay High-
lines! Teams have been using these in the North Cascades for decades 

with great success. Of course it’s lifetime guaranteed, and made in USA. 
Colors: Lime green/Black

19-MRK1

Alpine Slider Rope Guard and 
cord pouch double as padding 
around the inside of  the kit!

RESCUE ACCESSORIES
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RESCUE ACCESSORIES
CONTERRA “FIX” LITTER Harness

After many years of research and testing, Conterra in proud to offer the Fix Litter Harness. Designed after the concepts of the “Canadi-
an Model” of rescue introduced by Aanör Larson. A properly designed litter harness does not have to have infinitely adjustable legs to be 
versatile. The advantage of fixed legs is two fold: First, rigging speed is increased because fiddling with harness adjustments is stopped. 
Second, eliminating buckles and Prusiks increases strength while significantly decreasing size and weight. The Fix Litter Harness will 

fit most litters used today and float patients horizontally within a couple of inches. The harness easily works in “tilt lift” 
operations. The center yellow portion can be re-configured, contracting the harness for rail work, conspace, or heli-hoist 

operations. The harness can even be split in half for twin pulley Kootenay Highline operations! Weighs in at just 400g 

Standard Mode

Compact Mode

Highline Mode

(14oz), fits in the palm of your hand, and has 
a breaking strength in standard configura-

tion of 40kN. Comes standard with a storage 
pouch that can attach to your litter!

19-FLH1

40kN 
in “Standard 

mode”

 36kN in
 “Compact

mode”

Excellent edge roller for rope rescue. Each 
module has vertical and horizontal rollers.

PETZL  Roll

Can be carried individually by team members, and 
linked together on scene with screwlinks or cord. 

Multiple rigging possibilities. 
weight: 1330g 

19-PRE1

The Conterra Speed Loop is light, strong, and ultra fast to use. Simply wrap the Speed Loop around 
a post as many times as  necessary to get the length that you need, then thread the bight through 

the  metal eye  of the Speed Loop, and your done!  Rated at 36kN, the Speed Loop is plenty strong 
for rope rescue, but small enough to fit in the palm of your hand. The Speed Loop is is made from a 

special weave of 1” Nylon.
19-CSP1 (48” long)
19-CSP2 (72” long)

 

Speed Loop

Tilt Lift Mode
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50mm flat web straps with forged steel ends.
Adjustable anchor strap:  (31” to 51”) breaking 
strength 22.4kN
18-PQS1 
“Pick Off” strap: (4” to 59”) breaking
 strength 20kN
19-PQS2

  SEWN RESCUE Straps

Still the most versatile material in modern rope rescue.  
Use for anchoring, harnessing and general rigging. Sold 
in cut lengths that conform to  color code standard 
followed by most rescue teams throughout North and 
South America: Green=1.5M, Yellow=3.5M, Blue= 4.5M, 
Red=6M, Black=7.5M.
Breaking strength: 18kN
19-GNW1  (Green, 1.5M)
19YNW1  (Yellow,  3.5M)

 25mm TUBULAR NYLON 
Webbing

19-BNW1 (Blue, 4.5M)
19-RNW1  (Red,  6M)
19-XNW1  (Black, 7.5M)

FULL ROLLS
19-GNW2  (Green, 96M SPOOL)
19-YNW2  (Yellow,  96M SPOOL)
19-BNW2 (Blue, 96M SPOOL)

Chosen for its balance of suppleness v/s torsional rigidity. 
6mm and 7mm sizes are appropriate for personal use such 
as Purcell Prusiks. 8mm is appropriate for general Prusik 
use. 8mm and 9mm are good for use as load release 
hitches and utility cords.
Sold in 10M lengths: 
19-6MM1 6mm (strength 6.8kN)
19-7MM1 7mm (strength 9.3kN)
19-8MM1 8mm (strength14.0kN)
19-9MM1 9mm (strength16.2kN)

FULL SPOOLS
19-6MM2 6mm(96MSPOOL)
19-7MM2 7mm(96MSPOOL)
19-8MM2 8mm(96MSPOOL)
19-9MM2 9mm(96MSPOOL) 
 

 NYLON Accessory Cord

RESCUE ACCESSORIES

Terrain Master 
Wheel
The Terrain Master wheel delivers a 
smooth ride in the toughest terrain. 
Ideal for rough, muddy, sandy, or 
snow covered trails. Made from 
aircraft aluminum and sporting 
a machined aluminum rim with 
sealed bearings
19-CFW1

Trail Tech Wheel
The Trail Tech Litter Wheel 
will saddle any litter. The 
saddle attaches to the top 
railing of the litter with four 
steel hooks -The wheel as-
sembly locks on and won’t 
come off unless you unlock 
it. Comes complete with a 
hand operated drum brake. 
19CLW1

PETZL “VECTOR”  LOW STRETCH (STATIC) 
Rescue Ropes
Most dimensionally stable rope that we carry. 
A bit stiffer than PMI EZ bend, but  easy to tie.  
strength:11mm=30 kN, 12.5mm=40kN
19-PVR1 11mm x 61M (Red)
19-PVR2 11mm x 61M (Blue)
19-PVR3 11mm x 92M (Red)
19-PVR4 11mm x 92M (Blue)
19-PVR5 12.5mm x 61M (Red)
19-PVR6 12.5mm x 61M (Blue)
19-PVR7 12.5mm x 92M (Red)
19-PVR8 12.5mm x 92M (Blue)
(200M lengths available, call for details)

Super low stretch (<2% @10%MBS) , NFPA 
tagged. Good choice for highline work. 
strength:11mm=33.3 kN, 12.5mm=41.3kN
19-SHTP1 11mm x 92M (Yellow)
19-SHTP2 11mm x 92M (White)
19-SHTP3 11mm x 92M (Orange)
19-SHTP4 11mm x 92M (Green)
19-SHTP5 12.5mm x 92M (Gold)
19-SHTP6 12.5mm x 92M (White)
19-SHTP7 12.5mm x 92M (Orange)
19-SHTP8 12.5mm x 92M (Green)
(200M lengths available, call for details)

STERLING “HTP” STATIC POLYESTER
Rescue Ropes

The most supple rope that we carry. NFPA labelled.11mm breaking strength: 
26.9 kN ,12.5mm breaking strenght:40.4 kN

PMI EZ BEND  Rescue Ropes

19-PMI1 11mm x 61M (White)
19-PMI2 11mm x 61M (Red)
19-PMI3 11mm x 61M (Blue)
19-PMI4 11mm x 61M (Black)
19-PMI5 11mm x 92M (White)
19-PMI6 11mm x 92M (Red)
19-PMI7 11mm x 92M (Blue)
19-PMI8 11mm x 92M (Black)
19-PMI9 12.5mm x 61M (Yellow)

19-PM10 12.5mm x 61M (Red)
19-PM11 12.5mm x 61M (Blue)
19-PM12 12.5mm x 61M (Black)
19-PM14 12.5mm x 92M (Red)
19-PM15 12.5mm x 92M (Blue)

   (200M lengths available, call for details)

19-RNW2  (Red,  96M SPOOL)
19-XNW2  (Black, 96M SPOOL)

19-KM31 11mm x 61M (Red)
19-KM32 11mm x 61M (Blue)
19-KM33 11mm x 61M (Black)
19-KM34 11mm x 61M (White)
19-KM35 11mm x 92M (Red)
19-KM36 11mm x 92M (Blue)
19-KM37 11mm x 92M (Black)
19-KM38 11mm x 92M (White) 
19-KM39 12.5mm x 61M (White)
19-KM310 12.5mm x 61M (Red)
19-KM311 12.5mm x 61M (Blue)
19-KM312 12.5mm x 61M (Black)
19-KM313 12.5mm x 92M (White)
19-KM314 12.5mm x 92M (Red)
19-KM315 12.5mm x 92M (Blue)
19-KM316 12.5mm x 92M (Black)

•NEW ENGLAND KM-III  Rescue Ropes•

(200M lengths available, call for details)

Beautiful handling, KM-III static rope is a balanced construction consisting 
of a continuous filament polyester cover braided over a unidirectional ny-
lon core. KM-III is designed to meet the rigorous requirements associated 
with rescue and rappelling operations. KM-III is the only dual certified rope 
on the market (CE & NFPA). Our top choice for general rescue.
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Strong, Durable and padded. Stainless rails, and plastic tub.Great choice for 
industry and fire service. Dim: 84” x24” x 7, weight: 31 lbs

19-JBS

JUNKIN STAINLESS Litter

Industrial/ 
Fire

CONFINED SPACE  Litter

Confined Space

Light, thin and strong. Suspended mesh bottom with attached restraints.  
Dim: 83” x19” x 7” Weight: 24 lbs

19-TGB

Finest litter ever made for mountain rescue. Great in snow or on rock. 
Dim: 88” x 23” x 6” Weight: 19 lbs

19-CBS1

CASCADE 200 Two Piece Litter

Mtn Rescue/
Ski Patrol

Specialized

Built to the same specifications and dimensions as stainless 
stretchers, but with the weight savings of Titanium. The 

titanium models have Durathene netting and molded High 
Density Polyethylene back support.

Weight: 13 lbs. (6 kg)

One Piece....19-CMC8
Two Piece....19-CMC9

CMC Pro-Series  Titanium Litter

Guardian Litter Shield
The Guardian folds down and out of the way for transport and storage. When the situation calls for it, 
the Guardian expands to protect the patient’s face, head, and neck from inclement weather, brush, 
dirt, falling rocks, and debris without compromising access to the head for monitoring or treatment. 
The Guardian boasts a laminated construction of Cordura, Kevlar, Nylon and Spring Steel over a 
Stainless perimeter.  Mounting system includes quick release straps. 

19-CLS1

Small and light, for use with smaller diameter escape cordage. A 
good choice for ski patrollers and firefighters for self evacuation.

Meets NFPA 1983-95 for personal escape. Weight: 50g (1.6oz)
19-SMRL

SMC Personal Escape  8

A classic rescue tool, still used by some teams. Built 
with heat treated aluminum bar stock and hard anod-
ized. NFPA 1983-95 certified.  Weight: 227g (8oz)

19-SMR8

SMC Rescue  8 Plate

Designed by Rick Lipke and built entirely out 
of stainless steel. Easily lowers rescue sized 

masses & won’t twist the rope. Quickly add or 

Hyper II Rescue 
Brake Rack

subtract friction by looping the rope around hyperbars. The 
Double Hyperbar system also acts as an automatic transmis-

sion, squeezing the bars together harder as the input force 
increases.Frame breaking strength: 63kN weight: 433g (15.5 oz)

19-CHBR 

The I’D offers unmatched security for descending and 
work positioning. It locks automatically when the 

handle is released, or gripped too hard.  Weight:  530g 
(18.5oz) 18-PID1 (Breaking Strength: 14kN)

(10-11.5mm rope)
19-PID2 (NFPA Class G)

(11.5-13mm rope)

Petzl ID Descender

SCARAB™  
Rescue Tool
The most significant advancement 
for lowering rescue loads and rappel 
based rescue since the invention 
of the Brake Rack. Lower 
NFPA sized rescue loads 
with two fingers! For 
complete information see 
page 36 in our catalog.
Scarab™ Fire /Rescue (Stainless Steel) 
19-SFR1
Scarab™ Ti  Mountain Rescue (Titanium)
19-STI1

Professional Stainless  Litter
 The Cascade Professional litter is constructed with a 3/4” tubular 
frame and 3/8” supporting cross members, and is powder 
coated for extreme durability. Each litter includes new Load Lift 

Attachment Points for either horizontal or vertical lifts. an 
integral backboard and polyethylene mesh liner.

19-CSS1

General
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The best all around harness that we’ve 
found for professional rescue. Its 
intelligent design allows rescuers to 
remain upright during a dynamic event, 
and maintain proper position for litter 
tending. Safe, comfortable, and easy to 
put on. Waist, sternal, dorsal, and work 
positioning attachment points. The 
AVAO BOD harness has a
specific construction that allows the 
user to hang from the dorsal attachment 
point for a longer time in case of a fall.
Approved: NFPA 1983, CE EN361, 
ANSI Z359, CSA Z259.10 

19-PAVB1(size 1= 5’6” to 6’2”)
19-PAVB2(size 2= 5’10” to 6’8”)

RESCUE ACCESSORIES

PETZL AVAO BOD 
RESCUE Harness

Conterra only offers  items for technical rope rescue that we have used on actual rescues. We  can attest that the selection 
listed below is the highest quality, best performing rescue gear availible anywhere.   We trust our lives to it, as do top 
professionals around the world.

YATES SPEC PAK  Extrication Harness
Originally designed for confined space rescue, the Spec 
Pak is now used in all facets of modern rope rescue, 
wherever spaces are tight, and spinal precautions must 

A very fast and secure harness for patient 
pick offs.  Applying the harness is a snap; 

slip it over subject’s shoulders and bring 
the three rings together with a Tri link. 

Shoulder straps help keep subject upright, 
as well as maintaining harness position 

on less than vertical terrain.
Approved: EN 1497, EN1498

19-PPPH

PITAGOR EVACUATION
 Harness

A unique attachment for the Alveo vent or Alveo Best 
helmet. Great for industry or Helicopter  rescue. Swings up 

when not needed.
19-PAV2

PETZL VIZIR  Helmet visor

be observed. The Spec 
Pak acts as a life safety 
harness with the added 
advantage of a stiff plastic 
spine plate and head im-
mobilizer.  
19-YSP

Excellent all around rescue harness 
allows rescuers to remain upright 
during a dynamic event, and maintain 
proper position for litter tending. 
Safe, comfortable, and easy to put on. 
Waist, sternal attachment points. Very 
easy to don and adjust.
Approved: NFPA 1983-1995, ANSI 
A10.14, ANSI 2359.1
One size fits all
19-PMIA

PMI AVATAR Contour 
Harness

 YATES VICTIM/RESCUE 
Seat Harness

Victim/Rescue Harness in stowed 
position 

VICTIM RESCUE HARNESS An 
innovative harness, built to NFPA Class 
II harness standards.  It utilizes quick 
connect waist buckle and special forged 
two piece friction buckles on legs to 
aid in proper donning. Waist pad under 
buckle for added comfort. Forged D-
ring used for main attachment point has 
a Proof-load strength of 5000 lbs. and 
has been tested in excess of 8000 lbs. 
without failure.  Waist and leg portions 
of the harness are color coded  leg loops 
that fold  into an attached pouch, which 
makes putting the harness on a patient quite easy- put 
on the waist belt, then deploy the legs!
19-VRH1
 

TECHNICAL 
ADJUSTA-PRO Radio
 Chest Harness

Patented

The Holy Grail for technical rescue! 
See page 15 for complete details. 
Built to UIAA strength ratings right 
in Bellingham WA.
19-TRH1

Excellent rescue gloves! These gloves provide a high degree of 
flexibility, while providing good protection and dexterity. 
Sizes XS-XL, weight; 133g

   TECHNICAL RESCUE Gloves

19-PYG2(S)
19-PYG3(M)

         19-PYG1(XS)

Built from super slick UHDPE. These units conform to edges and protect ropes from 

Ultra-Pro™2 for two ropes
19-CMC5
Ultra-Pro™4 for four ropes
19-CMC6

Ultra Pro™  Edge protectors
sharp or rough surfaces, while decreasing friction. A good choice for 

back country rescue teams that do not want to carry rollers
 into the field. Multiple units may be linked

 together. 

19-PYG4(L)
19-PYG5(XL)

Same as above, with the addition of EN 397 and EN 50365 stan-
dards for electrical insulation. and EN 397 standard for molten 
metal splash, lateral deformation and use in low temperatures.

ANSI Z89.1-2009 Type I Class EWeight: 345 g / 12.2 oz
19-PAB1

PETZL ALVEO BEST Helmet

PETZL ALVEO VENT Helmet
Lightweight helmet with comfort foam, ventilation holes, slots 

for mounting hearing protection and inserts for accepting a 
VIZIR face shield. Weight: 340 g / 12 oz

EN 397 and EN 12492 standards for protection against 
impact.  UIAA, ANSI Z89.1-2009 Type I Class C

19-PAV1

Reflective stickers for  Alveo
Sticker set for Alveo Vent or Alveo Best Helmets.

19-PAV3
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For applications requiring high strength, wide gate 
opening, and large internal diameter. Zink Plated.

SMC XLG Steel Carabiner

Weight: 349g Breaking strength: 60kN Color: 
bright

19-SMCX  

The original HMS carabiner, redesigned to be ultra 
light. Breaking strength: 22 kN Weight: 55g Color: 

Gold.
19-PHMS

For areas where multi- directional forces occur, and weight is an issue. 
Double threaded screw closure resists vibrating open under load. 

Breaking strength: 22kN Weight: 80g Color: bright
19-TASL8

Aluminum Delta Screw Link

Excellent choice for general industrial and urban 
rescue.  Wide gate opening, and modified 

trapezoidal geometry. 

SMC Lite Steel 
Carabiner

Weight: 173g Breaking strength: 45kN Color: bright
19-SMCL  

Strong, well designed steel carabiner for general res-
cue. Dual auto locking mechanism makes this biner 
suitable for all work at height. Breaking strength 40 

kN, NFPA class G, OSHA ANSI.

Rock Exotica Dual 
Auto-lock Carabiner

19-REC1

The famous William carabiner body, with the addi-
tion of a multi stage metal locking collet. Key lock 

Petzl  WILLIAM TRIACT
 Aluminum Carabiner

gate notch, and wide opening. Breaking strength: 
25kN,Weight: 85g color: bright/  anodized gate

19-PAB  

A great choice for mountain rescue. The auto lock  gate 
can be “unlocked” for a quick clip, then it auto locks 

again. Breaking strength: 24kN,Weight: 60g
19-REC2  

Rock Exotica Orca Mtn 
Rescue Carabiner

The workhorse for modern backcountry rescue. Light, 
strong, and economical. Breaking strength: 29.6kN 

Weight: 77g color: bright
19-SMCA

SMC Locking Aluminum 
Carabiner

Sleek but strong, this is the swivel for tactical or mountain rescue work. 

Rock Exotica COMPACT Rescue 
Swivel

If your team does difficult rescues, and has to carry your gear on 
your back, then this is the swivel for you. Breaking strength: 35kN. 
Weight:131g (5oz)
19-RES28

Ultra small, light rigging plate. can be used to clean up anchor points. 
Can also be used as a belay/ rappel plate.
Meets NFPA 1983 standards.  Weight: 80g (3oz)
19-FSOR

 Mini Rigging  Plate

Small and light for a rigging plate, but still strong. 
Good choice for focused anchors, such as pre-
tensioned front ties, or picket holdfasts. Meets NFPA 
1983 standards. Weight:  230g (8.5oz)
19-PPRP

Petzl “PAW” Rigging  Plate

 CMC Rescue  MPD™
Absolutely revolutionary device designed by Kirk Mauthner. 
The MPD™ can be used as a lowering device, a self ratchet-
ing high efficiency pulley, or even a rescue belay device. 
Instantly change from a lower to a raise with no change of 
equipment. You can switch the mainline to a belay line, and 
vice versa, or create mirror image systems. There is a becket 
hole to streamline rigging. In belay mode, the MPD™passes 
the ultra stringent BCCTR Belay Competency Drop Test.  For 
use with 12.5mm ropes.
Meets NFPA 1983 (G) guidelines for both Accessory Devices 
and Desent Control Devices.  Weight: 1.1kg (2lb 8oz)
19-CMC10

Lightest metal ascender that you can find. Good for attaching to the top of a Purcell 
Prusik loop when speed is essential. Works with 10-11mm ropes.  (not for use with 

rescue sized masses) Weight:  39g (1.4oz)
19-PTBA

TIBLOC  Ascender

For rescuers who prefer a cammed rope grab, this device causes the least rope 
damage under load. Finely machined from billet aluminum, with a curved cam 

interface. Works with 9-13mm ropes.   Weight:  250g (9oz). 
19-PRRG

Rescuecender   Rope Grab

The best handled ascenders made for aide climbing or wall 
rescue. Cams lock open to pass pro. Multiple rigging points,  

molded handles and color coding.
weight: 355g (12.5 oz)

19-PAA1(left/gold)
19-PAA2(right/blue)

Petzl Ascenders

Petzl  Attache Carabiner

Beautifully designed. Offset gate allows for a wide opening. 
Snag free gate Weight: 150g Breaking strength: 45kN 
19-CMC14  

CMC NFPA G Aluminum-
Carabiner
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Excellent choice for areas where multi- directional forces occur. Double 
threaded screw closure resists vibrating open under load. Breaking 

strength: 44 kN Weight: 153g Color: bright
19-TSSL.8

Steel Delta Screw  Link

Very useful tool for big wall work and/or advanced rescue 
techniques, such as mid span transfers. Top of swivel holds up to 
three carabiners. (meets NFPA class “G”) Breaking strength: 35kN. 
Weight:131g (5oz)
19-PRS18

Petzl LARGE Rescue Swivel

Petzl Omni Carabiner
Half moon shaped for connecting harness points together. Auto 
locking. Breaking strength: 20kN (long axis) 15kn (cross load). 
Weight: 92g  
19-PHM

NEW!

NEW!



RESCUE ACCESSORIES
WARNING- Technical rope rescue is dangerous. Even when properly done, injury or death can occur. It is up to you to decide which of the equipment listed below is applicable for your needs. Check the  requirements for your organization. If you have questions regarding 
how to use any of the equipment listed below, consult a qualified instructor. 

Rock Exotica Mini PMP
Pulley

This truly unique design is stronger than some pulleys twice its size.  
Machined from solid blocks which allows pulley sheave to ride on 

bosses instead of a bolt axle. Minds 
Prusiks well for ratchets and belay-
ing. Our No#1 choice for mountain rescue. Fits up to 11mm 
rope. Weight: 82g. Breaking strength: 30kN (color: assorted)
Tread diameter: 25mm 
19-REMP 

From the original manufacturer of the first PMP pulley. 
Machined side plates and high efficiency make this our 
first choice for a full sized rescue pulley. Large rigging 
hole accepts up to three biners. “Cap and socket” axle 

Rock Exotica 2.0 
PMP  Pulley

is far safer than traditional nut and bolt axle. Weight: 308g
Breaking strength: 36kN. Tread diameter: 50mm
19-REMP2

Inspired design and masterful craftsmanship come together 
to make  the Rock Exotica Rescue Pulley. The pulley sheaves 

Rock Exotica Rescue  Pulley

are machined from solid 
blocks ( not bent from 
plate) yielding a pulley 
that is 1/3 smaller than 
a standard PMP. It’s 
small and light, but still strong enough for all general 
rescue.Weight: 195g Breaking strength: 36kN
Tread diameter: 38mm
19-RERP1 

CMC Pro Rescue  Pulley
The CMC version of the above pulley is exactly the same as the 
Rock Exotica, in fact, it is built by Rock Exotica, but with the addi-
tion of  UL/ NFPA certification. A truly fine choice for fire fighters 
that want lean and fast equipment.
Weight: 195g Breaking strength: 36kN
Tread diameter: 38mm NFPA (G)
19-CMC2

Rock Exotica Mini Double PMP  
Pulley
Same revolutionary design as the Rock Exotica Mini and mid size 
rescue pulley. Machined from solid blocks. Minds Prusiks well 
for ratchets and belaying. Fits up to 11mm rope. Weight: 145g. 
Breaking strength: 36kN Tread diameter: 25mm
19-REDP 

Aztek Pulley System

Aztek Cordage Set

+ + 

FULL P.M.A.(AZTEK) Kit

A set of swivel blocks specifically designed for 
building a “Personal Mechanical advantage (AKA 
“Set of Fours”). Ingenious design is super strong 
and allows wratchet Prusiks to be detached with 

a push button pin. Each block has a built 
in swivel, and accepts 8-9mm rescue cord. 

Handy for those that find pulley systems 

Pre sewn cordage for the Aztek Pulley 
System, (sold above). Includes  long 

cord with one sewn eye, two colors of 
bound loop wratchet Prusiks, and one pre sewn Pucell style 

Prusik loop
19AK2

+ 

Full AZTEK kit set Save $xxxx. 
All blocks Prusiks and cordage for a complete set, plus an offical Conterra PMA Rigging Utility 

pouch (not some cheap foreign bag).
19AK3

confusing. Comes with one pin, one becket cover and instructions. Strength in 
position of function: 36kN

19AK1

Uniquely shaped for efficient use of Prusik hitches 
as a belay or ratchet. Highest efficiency rating in its  

Petzl Minder PMP Pulley

class. Large rigging hole accepts up to three biners. 
“Cap and socket” axle is far safer than traditional nut 
and bolt axle. Weight: 310g
Breaking strength: 36kN. Tread diameter: 50mm
19-LPMP

Same as above, but in a double sheave version with 
becket. The perfect choice for short throw block and 
tackle systems, such as in confined space work. 

Petzl Double Minder PMP 
 Pulley

Weight: 580g Breaking strength: 44.4kN Becket break-
ing strength: 22kN Tread diameter: 50mm
19-TPMP
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Extra large pulley for knot passing  and  multiple track line 
work. The sheave has locking pins to use the pulley as a 
high strength tie off point. Multiple rigging holes makes this 
pulley is an excellent choice for English Reeve highlines. 
Weight: 580g Breaking strength: 44.4kN Becket breaking 
strength: 22kN
Tread diameter: 75mm
19-KKMP

Petzl Kootenay 
Carriage

An inspired design for the next generation of mart rescue rig-
ging. Built for knot passing  and  track line work. The Ultra 
Carriage has an ingenious sheavelock system that is super 
easy to use. Multiple rigging holes help eliminate carrabiner 
binding. Weight: 1 kg
Breaking strength: 36kN
Tread diameter: 76mm
19-REKU

Rock Exotica Kootenay 
Ultra Carriage 

Unique Hybrid block design uses a push button to instantly access 
sheave. One side is lobed to mind Prusiks. Built in swivel makes this 
pulley a great choice for conspace rescue.

Rock Exotica 
Omni Block  2.0 Pulley

 Weight: 170g. Breaking strength: 36kN. Tread diameter: 50mm
19-RESP2

Rock Exotica Double 
Rescue  Pulley
Same size and construction as the pulleys above, 
except in a double sheave model.
Weight: 260g Breaking strength: 36kN
Tread diameter: 38mm
19-RERP2

Rock Exotica Twin
Omni Block  1.5 Pulley
Unique Hybrid block design uses a push button to instantly 
access sheave without removing it from the biner. This twin 
sheave model opens on each side. Built in swivel makes 
this compact pulley a great choice for conspace rescue, or as 
main attachment on tripods.
19-RESP1

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



Over the years, we have performed dozens 
of road side rescues using vehicles as anchors 
or changes of direction. We have attached to 

wheels, tied through frame holes, and even seen 
folks girth hitch tow balls! It was always time 
consuming, and stressful guessing the safety 

of our attachment.  The Conterra Hitch-Plate™ 
answers the question of exactly where and how to 

anchor to your rig when performing a vehicle based 
rope rescue. The Hitch-Plate™ is beautifully made and 
wickedly strong. It is CNC machined entirely from billet 

aluminum in Conterra’s state of the art ISO 9001 fab shop. 
It sports five large rigging holes, and will fit in any 2” vehicle 

receiver (Please check to make sure your receiver is 2.00”).  It 
has an ingenious system  that keeps the pin and cotter attached to 
the device so that they can’t be lost. It comes with its own padded 

Ballistics nylon case with grab handle and hang loop. Some “High Speed” 
rescue teams have added extra class 4 receivers to the sides of their rigs  to 

attach multiple Hitch-Plates™.  (for rope rescue only. Not for vehicle recovery 
or towing)
  19-RHP1

 

HITCH-PLATE™

Padded storage case

MEETS NFPA 1983 (2012 ED) 
“G” (general use)

Auxiliary Equipment

New version of  the classic Arizona Vortex features a lighter, smaller head unit milled 
from solid aluminum billet. The head unit can be broken into two pieces,  and can be set 
up as a monopod,  bipod, or tripod. Two independent high directionals can now be made 
from one unit.  New leg design is lighter and easier to use. Ideal for all rope access work, 
much more than just a tripod.
19-CMC12

Arizona Vortex 
Multipod

Sure Clip
 Retrieval System

This device extends your reach when performing a 
retrieval of a worker hanging from a fall arrestor or 
non entry con space rescue. This sturdy pole and 
clip release system extends 15 ft when deployed  
for use, and collapses to 5 ft when transported. We 
recommend using the CMC NFPA Aluminum locking 
biner ( see page 42) with this device. 

 19-CMC13
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Captured pin 
and cotter

Easily clips to your harness with any carabiner. A good tool for 
a rescuer to have handy when things get rough. Closed size: 
98mm (4“)
Color: blue/yellow.

19-PSK1

Spatha
Rescue Knife

The Enforcer is a GIANT 
breakthrough in rope rescue. 
This little beauty fits in the 
palm of your hand, but has all 
the capability of a full sized dyna-
mometer, and then some. Samples 
in lbs, kg, or kN, slow samples, 
fast samples (500x per sec) and can 
accurately measure forces to 4 kN  (slow) 
and 20kN (fast). It has built in temperature 
compensation. It has built in swivels on each 
end, and can be used during a rescue to gauge 
forces. It is also blue tooth capable, and can 
transmit data to your smart phone!
  19-REE1(Enforcer)
  19-REE2 (protective case)

Rock Exotica Enforcer

NEW!

NEW!



Our SOAP note organizer is incredibly useful. We started with the Wilderness Medical Associates SOAP note report booklet, which is the best that we have found anywhere for documenting patient information, and 
treatment planning in an organized manner. We then took it a step further by building a protective organizer around the booklet that opens to reveal a pen keeper, and clear window  with a handy reference card that 
displays: SAMPLE histories, SAMPLE/ AVPU reminders, common medical abbreviations, and even Helicopter LZ commands! This whole organizer closes up tight and fits inside our radio chest harness pocket!
19-SNO1
19-SNO2(Extra SOAP note booklets)

The Wilderness Medical Associates Field  Guide is  a wealth of  information. The  Wilderness Medical Associates Field Guide, written by Jim Morrissey, illustrated by Rick Lipke, is the perfect companion for outdoor professionals, wilderness travelers, and rescue special-
ists.  The guide contains a huge list of topics,  including:  patient assessment, BLS & ALS guidelines, new clinical guidelines for spine injury assessment,  as well as  wound care, dislocation reduction, improvised litters,  common medical problems and their treatment. 
In addition, there are sections  on medical kit organization,  helicopter safety,  common medical abbreviations, and much more.  This  field guide is a must for any caregiver  who works within severe environments , or  prolonged transport times. Dimensions: 5” x 6”
19-MFG1

WILDERNESS MEDICAL ASSOCIATES  FIELD GUIDE

SOAP NOTE  ORGANIZER

WILDERNESS AND RESCUE   MEDICINE

The Official Wilderness Medical Associates textbook.   Wilderness and Rescue Medicine, written by Jeff Isaac PA-C and David Johnson MD, is recognized as the definite work of its kind in 
the field of remote medical care. This 238 page textbook is a practical guide for the basic as well as advanced practitioner. Clear, concise, and user friendly. 

19-MFG2

The Technical Rescue Riggers Guide, Second Edition, is here! Eleven years in the making, the new second edition is the completely updated version of original Technical Rescue Riggers Guide by Rick Lipke- The most important 
reference guide for modern rescue in decades.  This great new pocket reference is the most comprehensive guide available today.  It shows extremely safe, modern techniques, in 196 pages,  with over 500 clear illustrations 
and photos, from basic knots and anchors, to highlines, helo rescues, and much more! All printed in full color on high tech storm proof paper. Completely cross referenced with handy safety reminders throughout.  The first 
edition sold over 150,000 copies and became the defacto world standard for safe, intelligent rope rescue. This new second edition will set the new standard. This is not an instructional text, but rather a quick pocket reference 
guide for personnel already trained and familiar with modern rope rescue.  A portion of the sale of this guide goes to support volunteer mountain rescue.  
 Dimensions: 4” x 6”
19-TRR2
 

TECHNICAL RESCUE RIGGERS  GUIDE- SECOND EDITION

Tripod variations

Lazy leg Tripod for 
edge work

Stub leg Tripod for 
slot work

Short leg Tripod 
adjusted for sloping 
terrain

(92)
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Reference tables Techniques Improvised tools

Commands for Technical Rope Operation 
Quick Reference**

(indicates that a package portion of the system is ready  to 
operate. Must receive a repeat ready from all three packages 
to continue).

1) READY!
 

2) APPROACH THE EDGE!

3) PREPARE TO TENSION!

 
4) TENSION THE SYSTEM!

VECTOR!

RELEASE VECTOR!
              
DOWN!
                               
DOWN SLOWLY! 
               
UP !

Reset!
                                     
STOP!
                                 
WHY STOP? 
                        
Rock! Rock! Rock!              

(Bring the Patient Package Into 
operational position [on belay])

( Mainline operators remove 
any slack from the system, and 
hold the line tight)

( Force is applied to mainline 
by easing over the edge, vec-
toring [see below] or raising)

(Lateral force is applied to mainline to aid in a transition).

(Lateral force is slowly released).

(Lower the patient/rescue package. Speed of lower is dictated by  
cadence: DOWN... DOWN...DOWN...).

(slow and gentle lower).

(Raise the Patient/ Rescue Package).

(allow the mainline wratchet to set and the pulley system to be reset 
[ no stop command is necessary here])
(stops the system in an emergency, or for a safety concern. Can be 
given by anyone in the system).

(Asked by package operators to get information after  
the STOP command is givin).

(Given when a obect is falling, DO NOT 
LOOK UP).

To
 B

eg
in

 
D

ur
in

g 
th

e 
O

pe
ra

tio
n 

**(More commands and communication systems on page XXX )

Commands

Second edition

First edition
(1997)
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CONTERRA EMS/ RESCUE  Light

Patented

Conterra exclusive! We have custom designed this  four function light to help rescuers in virtually any situation.  
The Conterra EMS/Rescue  light attaches to virtually anything via its removable  clip for use as a head lamp or visor light. The specialized electronics inside the light are controllable with a waterproof rubber push button. The 
first push fires a bright red LED bulb for night vision work. Two pushes fires the white LED for normal reading. Three pushes fires both white and red for lighting a scene or walking a trail. A safety feature of this light is brought 

on line by pushing and holding the button for three seconds, firing off an ultra bright white/red emergency strobe for walking, riding, or identifying a patient scene.    A truly unique feature of the Conterra EMS / Rescue 
light  is that when the clip is slipped off, a secondary clip allows the light to slide into any pocket and only leave its 180˚adjustable light stalk on the outside of the pocket, allowing you to read or walk by, or signal on coming 
traffic etc. The push button is completely controllable right through the pocket fabric!  This feature not only allows the light to be accessible  while clipped inside any uniform pocket, but it can illuminate  the inside of any 
Conterra  aid belt, pack or harness. Not only is the light stalk adjustable, the lens  can also rotate 180˚ for precison aiming.  The light lasts 20-30 hours on a single replaceable button battery. It 

also  has  an eight minute auto shut off (except  in Emergency strobe mode). Comes complete with removable clip,  battery and instructions. (Imported)
19-ERL2     

SKILLS PASSPORT

Skill check offs

Integrated skill sets

PASSPORT CADDY

CADDY EXTENDERS

The Passport Caddy safely stores and organizes up to 
18 Passports for your team’s training. It is built from our 
exclusive Diamond- Pack cloth. It can lay flat, or it can be 
hung on a wall. (passports sold separately)
19-CPP3 

Each extender adds the ability to store nine 
more Passports and attaches to the side of the 
caddy.  Attach as many as you need for your 
entire team.
19-CPP4 

This Passport gives a framework for 
super efficient station training. The 
Conterra Skills Passport is a training 
companion to the Technical Rescue 
Riggers Guide (2nd Ed). It is designed to  
provide a structured set of manipulative 
skill stations to be used in conjunction 
with your normal field training for techni-
cal rope rescue. 
This Passport provides a framework for 
training, as well as providing consistent 
skill sets, and an automatic detailed 
record of completed yearly training. The 
Passport allows the student to Use the 
Riggers Guide as the “Training standard” 
while progressing through skill stations. 
The team members are encouraged to teach each other, allowing the instructor 
to observe and redirect. The skills check offs are arranged in 12 sets of three skills 
each, several of which are “local needs “ spaces for skills specific to your team that 
are not covered in the Rigger’s Guide.  The skill sets can be easily divided into the 

number of training sessions that you have. For instance, if you train six times a year, you can assign two pages per session. There are instructions 
for team members and instructors to increase efficiency and skill retention. There is also a list of 26 “integrated skill sets to track “in field” train-
ings. When the Passport is completed, most pertinent skills and techniques in the Rigger’s Guide will have been covered.
19-CPP1
19-CPP2(set of 12)
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Tikka RXP Headlamp

 TIKKA + Headlamp

E+LITE Headlamp
RE

SC
UE

 L
IG

H
TS

Pixa3 Headlamp

 TIKKA  Headlamp2

Complete and very durable, the PIXA 3 headlamp 
is the hands-free lighting solution that adapts 
to any situation encountered on the terrain: 
close-range work, moving around and long-range 
vision. Two lighting modes. Depending on the 
context, it may be worn on the head, mounted on 
the helmet, or placed on the ground. It provides 
constant, stable lighting performance. Waterproof 
to -1 m for 30 minutes (IP 67), no maintenance 
required after immersion
Suitable for short-term or sporadic use in 
hazardous
locations:- HAZLOC standard: Class I Div 2 Groups C & D,
Class II Div 2 Group G Resistant to chemicals. Mounting plate for helmets 
without headband (included). • Functions with two AA/LR6 batteries (included), 
compatible with alkaline batteries, rechargeable
Ni-MH and Ni-Cd batteries, and lithium batteries
Weight (with batteries): 160 g
19-PPH3

Compact, powerful, multi-beam rechargeable headlamp, with REACTIVE LIGHT-
ING technology for performance.
Light output and beam pattern instantly adjust to the environment. Light output 
is optimized to ensure the chosen burn time. The wide, mixed or focused beam 
gives lighting that can be adapted to any situation, from close-range to distance 
vision (from 7 to 215 lumens, from 2 to 110 meters). The rechargeable 
Lithium-Ion battery with USB connection is suitable for frequent use.
- Beam pattern: wide, mixed, focused
- Energy: 1800 mAh Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery (included)
- Recharge time: 4,5h
- Battery compatibility: alkaline, lithium and Ni-MH, with the battery case (not 
included)
- Watertightness: IP X4 (water resistant)
- Guarantee lamp: 3 years, rechargeable battery: 1 year (or 300 charging 
cycles)
19-PRXP

The TIKKA 2 offers great versatility with its 
three lighting modes (maximum, economic 
and strobe) which are accessed by a simple 

push-button switch. The four LEDs deliver 
40 lumens of light and provide enough light 

to see over a distance of 29 meters. The 
economic mode optimizes battery life and 

therefore provides a long burn-time of up to 
120 hours.

Weight (with batteries): 81 g
Beam pattern: wide
Max. light quantity: 40 lumens
Max. lighting distance: 29 m
Max. battery life: 120 h
Number of batteries: 3
Battery type (included): AAA/LR03
Battery compatibility: alkaline, lithium, rechargeable Ni-MH, rechargeable Ni-Cd
Watertightness: IP X4 (water resistant) 
19-PTKH1

Headlamp with 1 high-output LED, 1 red LED and five lighting 
modes (three continuous and two blinking) The TIKKA PLUS 2 

headlamp integrates two light sources for versatility: one white, 
high-output LED and one red LED. The white LED delivers 70 lu-

mens in maximum mode and lights up to 40 meters. In economic 
mode, it can reach a burn-time of 185 hours. The red LED provides 
back-up lighting useful for preserving night vision, or strobe lighting 

for increased safety, for example in an urban setting. 
Weight: 83 g
Beam pattern: wide
Max. light quantity: 70 lumens
Max. lighting distance: 40 m
Max. battery life: 185 h
Number of batteries: 3
Battery type (included): AAA/LR03
Battery compatibility: alkaline, lithium, rechargeable Ni-MH, rechargeable Ni-Cd
Watertightness: IP X4 (water resistant)
19-PTKH2

Ultralight (27g) and very compact due to the 
integrated ZIP retractable cord, the e+LITE emergency
headlamp should always be with you. Always ready 
to use, it can be stored with its batteries for 10
years in a vest, an emergency kit, etc. This little beauty sports white, red, continuous or strobe lighting,  allowing 
you to be seen and to signal an emergency. The E+lite insures long-term dependability, even when kept for years 
in harsh conditions: works in extreme temperatures: - 30 °C to + 60 °C (-22 °F to +140 °F) & waterproof 
down to -1 m
19-PEL1

The rechargeable NAO headlamp adapts its two high power LEDs 
instantly and automatically to the lighting needs for greater 
comfort, fewer manual interventions and longer battery life. 
NAO is the first Petzl headlamp with REACTIVE LIGHTING technol-
ogy: a sensor measures and analyzes the ambient light. The OS 
by Petzl software, free for download at www.petzl.com/OS, 
allows the NAO’s potential to be maximized with the option to 
personalize the headlamp and its performance.
19-NAO1

Light output: 7 - 355 lumens (reactive mode)
315 (constant mode)
Beam type: wide / focused
Beam length: up to 108m (reactive mode)
Burn time: up to 8h
Weight: 187g
Lighting modes: four (two reactive and two
continuous)

NAO Reactive
 Headlamp
Rechargeable headlamp with self-adjusting lighting - REACTIVE 
LIGHTING technology.
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Collapsable / disposible Bag valve Mask. Comes with detachable reservior bag, 
oxygen supply tubing and face mask.

19-BVM1

Infant size 19-COB2
                                  

BVM  Device

Designed specifically for use where space is a premium.  
The “Squid”  is deployed by pulling the suction hose out 
of the bulb to its full length. The squeeze bulb creates a 
surprising amount of suction.  The unit has a generous  
reservoir with a filter valve. A great choice for ski patrol-
lers, SAR and SWAT teams. Single use.
19-EMS1

 “The Squid” Telescoping 
Suction Device

 Conterra Mouth To Mask  Device

An excellent tool for use in severe environments.   The  
Conterra MTM has a very soft cuff   (much softer than  
other brands) which remains pliable even  at below 
freezing temperatures. The mask features a one way 
valve, a particulate filter, O-2 port, elastic keeper, and a protective case. 
(Imported) 19-MTM1

 NuMask® Mouth To Mask  Device
A completely new and innovative device for basic life 
support. The NuMask is light, compact, and unaffected 
by temperature or pressure differences. The little kit 
Is smaller than a standaed CPR mask. It comes with 
a NuMask, one way valve, swab, and pair of nitrile gloves, all in a well 
designed zippered case.
19-MTM2

Same as the standard NUMASK, but with the addition 
of a unique OPA, that is easily trim-able to five different 
sizes with standard EMT shears. Comes with a hard 
case.
19-MTM3

 NuMask® PRO Mouth To Mask  Device

 The light, waterproof nylon cover makes this high performance B/P cuff a 
great choice for severe environments. Comes with a black overcuff, gauge 
holder, and artery indicator label. Also includes a standard inflation bulb and 
precision calibrated manometer gauge.
Weight: 315g (Imported)
19-NBPC

Ultra light B/P Cuff

Ultra Light Stethescope

This stethescope is designed for medical professionals who work in dif-
ficult environments. Traditional dualhead design features a lightweight 

aluminum chestpiece with an inlaid non-chill ring, chrome plated brass biaurals, PVC 
tubing, and  reliable acoustics. An excellent choice for general or backcountry work.

Weight: 100g
19-DHS1
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 Quikclot® EMS   Dressing

TRAUMA/ WOUND Compression  
Bandage
This is the Israeli issue trauma dressing that has become standard equipment 
for special forces around the world. This patented dressing/bandage has a 
force multiplier built into it, so that it can be self applied to a limb to achieve 
proper direct pressure. (Imported)
19-FCP1

 This is by far the most versatile piece of first aid 
gear that you can own. Its padded aluminum 

SAM™ SplintSAM™XL Splint

body can be bent to  any shape, and when corrugated it becomes 
absolutely rigid. Make virtually any type of splint (including “C” 
collars) 
19-SAM1
New larger size. Originally designed for the NFL.
19-SAM2

Kendrick Traction 
Device (KTD)

 The ORIGINAL Kendrick Traction Device. An intelligent compact 
traction device for splinting lower extremities. The system is 

made up of a folding snap out aluminum pole, color coded elastic leg straps, adjustable ankle 
hitch, and adjustable groin strap. We have used these for years on ski patrol, but their compact-

ness and ease of use is quickly making them the device of choice on aid rigs around the country. 
Fits in a 12” x 6” pouch, and since you don’t have to jack the leg up in the air ( like with Hares 

etc.) to use it, the KTD can be applied by a SINGLE rescuer!
19-KTD1

19-KTD2 (SWAT Black)

Russell Chest  Seal
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The classic care for open chest injuries among swat teams around the world. The 
Asherman Chest seal consists of a large flange covered with an aggressive skin 
adhesive, a gauze dressing, and a one way valve. A must for ski patrollers, Swat 
team members, and anyone else who cannot afford to waste time trying to con-
struct a “ flutter dressing” with tape and occlusive. Simply peel off the protective 
paper and apply the seal to the wound.
19-ACS1

 Asherman Chest Seal

The SWAT-T™ Is an ingenious and versatile piece of gear. The SWAT-T™ can be 
used as a tourniquet, applied when bleeding is severe (arterial) and loss of life is 
of greatest concern. It can also be used as a pressure dressing - when hemorrhage 
is controlled or for venous and capillary oozing. In addition, it can be used as an 
elastic bandage. Use it to hold ice near sprains and strains, stabilize a twisted 
knee/ankle, or to sling a shoulder. It has unique instructions printed on the elastic 
that indicate the level of pressure exerted. 
19-STT1

SWAT-T™ Tourniquet

SOF  Tourniquet

The absolute top choice for field treatment of an open chest wound. The Russell Chest seal 
has four (FOUR!) one way valves which greatly improves its efficiency, while decreasing the 
chance of a clog. Super sticky adhesive, battle proven.
19-RCS1

This great traditional windlass style tourniquet was designed by a 
medic field operator in a battle environment. Just clip and tighten the 
band, turn the aluminum handle until life threatening bleeding stops, 
and secure the handle with the triangular keeper.
19-SOF-1

QuikClot promotes clotting within minutes from application and is safe, effective and easy to use. 
QuikClot is designed for use by Healthcare Professionals, First Responders, Law Enforcement Officers, 
Consumers and the Military. Quikclot® dressings are impregnated kaolin that has been clinically 
shown to accelerate the body’s natural coagulation QuikClot® products are credited with helping 
thousands of people survive traumatic blood loss every year.

4” x 4” dressing (three per pack)........................19-QCD1
12” x 12” trauma pad.......................................19-QCD2

4”

12”



Precision Tweezers
Sharp surgical steel micro forceps are indispensable for wound 
debridement. A must for any first aid kit or tool box.(Imported)
19-LCAT

COMPACT EMT Shears
 One inch smaller than standard EMT shears. A good choice for compact first response kits The blunt  ends 

cannot accidentally stab a patient. (Imported) 
19-EMT2

 CONTERRA TECH-SHEAR    Micro trauma shears
 These high quality serrated shears are patterned after standard trauma shears... only smaller. These little 

powerhouses can do everything that their big brothers can do, 
from slicing through Carharts, to cutting pennies!   Conterra 

Techshears fit into the smallest first aid or emergency kits with 
room to spare. A fine addition to mountain rescue repair kits, 

or Wilderness EMT’s trauma packs. The blunt  ends cannot 
accidentally stab a patient.(Imported)

19-CTS1
19-CTS2(Belt holster for Tech-shears)

Burn Free Burn Dressing Burn Free Burn Gel
 8” x 8” sterile foam burn dressing impregnated 

with cooling anesthetic liquid. An excellent 
treatment for thermal burns. Non adherent, 

Bacteriostatic.
19-BFD

Single use sterile burn gel/  cooling anesthetic liquid. Place on 
small  thermal burns. Flat packets fit well in smaller wilderness 
style first aid kits.
Sold in packs of six.
19-BFG
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 These high quality serrated shears easily cut through seat belts, leather boots, soft 
metals etc.  The blunt  ends cannot accidentally stab a patient. (Imported)

19-EMT1

STANDARD EMT Shears

 These powerful hand cleaning wipes use alcohol to quickly sanitize 
hands AND provide extended microbicidal action. The P.A.W.S.  

wipes also include Aloe Vera.  P.A.W.S. wipes comply with OSHA 
Blood borne Pathogen Regulations. Sold in packs of 100.   

 19-PAW1  

P.A.W’s Personal Antimicrobial  Wipe

All of us at Conterra have been proponents and users of Hydration 
bladders for years.  Historically, most systems had problems. Either they 

leaked like sieves, or were so difficult to use it was like sucking a golf 
ball through a garden hose.  All that has changed with the Conterra 
Hydration system.  We have used these on a multitude of rescues, 

climbing trips in Europe as well as  high altitude expeditions in South 
America, and they have worked flawlessly. We can safely say that this is 
the best hydration  system out there.  The C.H.S. consists of a two liter  

Conterra HEAVY DUTY 
Hydration System

Rotating Bite valve with on off switch

This 28” heat treated steel saw will out perform any pocket saw (and most other hand 
saws) period. Its 140 bidirectional cutting teeth carve into wood just like a chain saw. 
The saw can cut a 3” tree limb in less than 10 seconds! Cords can be attached to it to 

limb trees while standing on the ground. Beams can be cut off entrapped persons in col-
lapsed structures without the danger and fumes  of power saws.  An absolute essential 

for disaster and rescue kits. 
19-SKP1

Pocket   Chainsaw

water bladder , a 36”  tube, and a patented bite valve with a positive 
on off valve. The filling handle and wide mouth makes reloading or 

cleaning your hydrator a snap. Rescuers and athletes have found that 
their performance greatly improves when they stay hydrated. In fact one 
study shows that 4% dehydration equates to a 25% reduction in physical 
performance. This system has made water bottles virtually obsolete. Our 

system  is available in standard long bladder, or square bladder for use 
in pack top pockets.

19-CHS1 (2 liter long bladder)

NUMBERED Security Locks
Great for securing your medical and rescue items in either soft 
or hard cases. Helps to insure that your inventories are correct 
and accountable.
box of 25........19-CSL1

 SPECTRA Rescue / Survival  Cord
This indispensable hard to find item is incredibly strong. Our 2mm Spectra cord has a 

breaking strength of over 500 lbs, yet 50 ft of it will fit in the palm of your hand. Great 
for building shelters, lashing equipment, and dozens of other rescue and survival jobs.  

Comes in three colors, and it even floats! 
Bright Orange- 50 ft....19-SRC1

Bright Orange- 100 ft....19-SRC2
Bright yellow/green- 50 ft....19-SRC3

Bright yellow/green- 100 ft....19-SRC4
Black- 50 ft....19-SRC5

Black- 100 ft....19-SRC6
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Rescue  ACCESSORIES

Ring Cutting Tool

This hard to find tool is indispensable in trauma or medical emergencies where a patient’s digits are swelling.  Being able quickly cut a ring off 
could save a patient’s finger (or toe). This tool should be in any well stocked trauma kit or aid room. (Imported)

19- RCT1

These 5” curved jaw Hemostats are a great tool for emergency care as well 
as general repairs. Light strong and beautifully plated.  Keep a pair in your 

trauma holster, and one in your tool box. (Imported) 19-CLH1

 Curved   Hemostats

 This handy tool is specifically designed for wilderness, tactical, or military environments, where definitive 
care may be days away, and a foreign object cannot be flushed away. The tool has a powerful dome 
shaped magnet on one end to gently remove ferrous metal from a patient’s eye, and a nylon loop at the 
other end to gently coax non metallic items out of a patient’s eye. Proper training required. (Imported)
19-EPT1
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Fox40™   Whistle
New patented design eliminated the cork ball used by most whistles to make a “trill” . The FOX 40™ uses 
three harmonically tuned chambers  to create a sonic wave much louder than conventional whistles. Perfect 

for water rescue, or triage applications
 19-FWB1

Warm Packs
 These packs are air activated and provide heat of up to 120˚ for 12 hours each. They 

can be used  with our modular I.V. kit to warm intravenous fluids, but are a handy addi-
tion to any rescue or survival kit. Sold in packages of six.

19-WMP1

Fiber loop Magnetic tip

 Eye “Pick up” Tool

These 5” straight jaw Hemostats are a great tool for emergency care as well 
as general repairs. Light strong and beautifully plated.  Keep a pair in your 
trauma holster, and one in your tool box. (Imported) 19-CLH2

Straight  Hemostats

The SAM sling is the FIRST scientifically designed immobilizer for pelvic fractures. 
Clinical field trials show that it really works. A spring loaded ratcheting system applies 
the correct amount of tension to the pelvic girdle, maximizing splinting, while mini-
mizing the chance of further displacement. A must for ski patrols, ambulance teams 
and SAR teams that must transport patients long distances, and over difficult terrain. 
(Reg) 19-SPS1
(green) 19-SPS2

SAM Sling II  Pelvic Binder



Official CONTERRA Rescue  
Shirt

Originally reserved for graduates of Conterra rescue courses,  this high quality cotton tee is 
now available for you to own and wear. 

The front of this top of the line, preshrunk shirt is emblazoned with the official Conterra 
“wedge” logo, with the word “RESCUE” printed above. The back of the shirt sports the 
trademarked Conterra Rappel Cross in Blue and black. Wear this shirt and let the world 

know  that you will accept only the best from yourself and others!    
19-CRS1..........(Med)
19-CRS2.........(Large)
19-CRS4....(2X-Large)

CONTERRA  Tee Shirt “Gangterra” Shirt “Gangterra” Hoodie
Conterra star of life logo on this top of the line, preshrunk shirt 

(Color: Navy blue)

19-CTS1..........(Med)
19-CTS2.........(Large)
19-CTS3......(X-Large)
19-CTS4....(2X-Large)

Represent with our Original “Gangterra” preshrunk long 
sleeve shirt. The front is emblazoned with our “Gangterra”  

cross.  “Conterra”  written in Gangsta font on both arms.  
(Color: Navy blue)

19-GTS1..........(Med)
19-GTS2........(Large)
19-GTS3.....(X-Large)
19-GTS4...(2X-Large)

Original “Gangterra” preshrunk Hoodie. The front is emblazoned with 
our “Gangterra”  cross.  “Conterra”  written in Gangsta font on both 

arms.   The back of the hoodie has the official “Gangterra” hand sign 
inside a Prusik.(Color: Navy blue)

19-GHS1..........(Med)
19-GHS2........(Large)
19-GHS3.....(X-Large)
19-GHS4...(2X-Large)

Conterra Stickers
 Proudly place these  high quality waterproof stickers on your car, helmet or other smooth surface, and  show everyone that you are associ-

ated with the best crew around!

 Conterra official Technical Rescue Team Logo sticker. 2” x 2” waterproof.
19- CLGS2

 Conterra EMS / Rescue sticker. 3” x 1.5” waterproof.
19- CLGS1

EMS/Rescue

www.conterra-inc.com
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CO
NTER

RA  EMS / RESCUE

WWW.CONTERRA-INC.COM

 Conterra “Yellow Jacket” sticker. 2.25” x 2.25” waterproof.
19- CLGS3



CONTERRA
1600 Kentucky Street, Suite A-3

BELLINGHAM, WA 98229
(360) 734-2311 FAX (360) 738-2241

E-MAIL info@conterra-inc.com
WEBSITE  www.conterra-inc.com
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